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HOLIDAY PRIC! S!
SPECIAL!

Ladies’ 4-Buckle Overshoes, pair $1.00
(Medium or Low Heels)

LADIES’ RUBBER ARCTICS, $1.98
(Fleece Lined, All Colors, All Heels)

A NICE LINE OF LADIES’ SLIPPERS 75c to $1.50

MEN’S SLIPPERS, 98c to $2.75
MEN’S 4-BUCKLE OVERSHOES $2-98 a Pair

FOOTWEAR FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY AT

THE BOSTON SHOE STORE
Quality Merchandise At the Lowest Price

1S2-XS3

NOTICE
Any person or persons having bills against the
Town of St. George, Me., are hereby notified to pre
sent the same on or before the 31 st day of January,
1931, or they will not be honored. Per order,
CHARLES H. HARRIMAN, Chairman,
GEOROE E. ALLEN,
WALTER I. KANGAS,
Selectmen.
153-156
A1 the.Sign

'North National

of

Bankj

CHRISTMAS
GREETINGS

We extend to all our customers and
friends our cordial Christmas Greetings

and wish you all a very merry Christ

mas MPC

® North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

*€*€*£*€

The Courier-Gazette

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, December 23, 1930

WARREN’S

EXCITING

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
tn 1882. The Free Preaa was established
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune
These papers consolidated
March 17, 1897.

MANLEY T. PERRY, Prop.

On December 1, Next Year

Select one of these classes
Deposit 50c a week for 50 weeks, receive $25.00 plus int.
Deposit $1.00 a week for 50 weeks, receive $50.00 plus int.
Deposit $2.00 a week for 50 weeks, receive $100.00 plus int.
Deposit $5.00 a week for 50 weeks, receive $250.00 plus int.

SECURITY TRUST COiMPANY
ROCKLAND

BACKS PRESIDENT

Nation Supports Hoover As
Against Would-be Raiders
of the Treasury

Washington, Dec. 18—The Presi
dent's demand that relief expenditures
be kept within the limits of financial
reason is meeting with an almost
unanimous popular and press ap
proval. Anti-administration leaders
whose raids on the treasury threaten
to increase the burden of taxation for
years to come have been greeted, on
the contrary, with sharp rebukes from
the non-partisan and even the Demo
cratic press.
More than 50 proposals, ostensibly
for the relief of unemployment and
economic conditions were placed be
fore Congress in the first two weeks of
the session. And there is an assur
ance that probably scores more will be
introduced. Exclusive of the $150,000,000 asked by President Hoover as an
emergency fund to be expended
within the next six months, of which
$110,000,000 has already been ap
proved by the House, the proposals
now before Congress call for aggre
gate appropriations of $4,300,000.
There is no denial from any quarter
that should this tremendous sum or
any considerable portion of it, be
authorized, taxes would of necessity be
greatly increased. And in the
opinion of leading economists, such a
result would not only defeat the pur
pose of the legislation but also
plunge the country into a depression
far in excess of anything hitherto
known in the United States.
Among the bills awaiting action in
the Senate, one, sponsored by Mc
Kellar of Tennessee, calls for the ap
propriation of $250,000,000 for con
struction and improvement of post
roads in counties not covered by the
Ptaleral Highway Act, as a means
of relieving unemployment. Senator
Walsh of Massachusetts would appro
priate an additional $100,000,000 to
i reimburse states and their political
I subdivisions for relief expenditures,
* « * »
and Senator Brookhart of Iowa would
The Courier-Gazette's able Warren have the Federal government in
j correspondent adds the following ac- crease its road building appropria
tions by $850,000,000. This bill would
; count:
j Fred Blackington and crew of mov bring government road expeditures
ers from Rockland were soon on the [ in 1932 and 1933 to the staggering
scene of the accident in Warren vil ! total of $1,000,000,000.
lage Saturday morning after the Senator Black of Alabama would
i truck of the Maine Baking Co., driven | raise the compensation of veterans
by Omer Cemerel of Lewiston crashed having dependents by $50,000,000 per
through the bridge rail and went into annum, and Senator Trammell of
! the water. First the truck was Florida would appropriate $10,000,000
' raised from its position almost more to reimburse citrus growers for
I parallel with the bridge, to a place losses due to the Mediterranean fruit
with the back of the body resting fly. Robinson of Arkansas asks $60,partly on the structure that keeps 000.000 for drought relief—$35,000,000
debris from going into the flume, and above the Administration figure—
with the forward end. a few feet and Connally of Texas requests $60,back of the front wheels, resting on 000,000 in addition for relief of
the bridge. Two large poles, chained drought and storm stricken areas.
at the top and known as “shears" In the House, Huddleston of Ala
bama, introduced a bill appropriat' Ing $50,000,000 for relief of destitu
Make Reservations Now! tion in the United States, while Al
mon of Alabama would give $5,000,000 of public money for highway
FULL COURSE
construction to each state applying
TURKEY DINNER ’
for such aid. Rankin of Mississippi
has introduced a bill amending the
$1.00
World War Veterans’ Act increasing
CHRISTMAS DAY
compensation for disability $10,000,000
per year. •
Park St. Cafe and
MF MF
"ON MY SET”

Sea Grill

Will you be among the 2,000 or more fore-sighted per
sons who will receive a Security Trust Company Christ
mas Club check next year? You will if you join our
1931 Club, now forming, and make the payments each
week throughout the coming year. If you have had a
Club in previous years the chances are that you have
already made the first deposit in next year s Club. If you
haven't, there is still time to join at any Security Trust
Company office.

were erected over it. Chains were
placed under the body of the truck
and with the aid of huge jacks, tackle,
and the Blackington truck it was
hauled from the water, but not with
out a hitch, however. A rope broke,
and put the operations behind for
half an hour. At 4.45 all wheels of
the unfortunate truck were resting on
terra firma. The truck, after the ad
dition of gas to the tank was driven
away under its own power, apparently
little the worse for the experience ex
cept a crumpled mudguard and bro
ken window. Twenty-five feet of
bridge rail, a stringer, the structure
for keeping sticks from the flume, and
the walk used in the alewive season
will need replacement. During the
raising quite a crowd collected.

There were some very nice
programs Sunday night, all ap
propriate to the Christmas sea
son, of course.
The Atw'ater
Kent hour was an exceptional
treat, and many listeners heard
with satisfaction that Lawrence
Tibbett will be the soloist next
Sunday night. Many sat up for
the Seth Parker program and
doubtless felt well repaid.

••• •••

VictorRadio
As reliable as the Victrola

$112.50 up

Maine Music Store
ROCKLAND, ME.

124-tf

Here's hoping that everybody
who really expects a new radio as
a Christmas gift will receive it.
No better present in the world for
365 days a year.

New to my list was WFAA
which I logged the other night.
It is located in Dallas, Texas.

Did you hear that Notre Dame
song dnring the FlufTerettc hour
Sunday? 'Twas clever.

Calendar Samples
For 1932
NOW READY

Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP OF BANKS

Over 1000 Samples To Choose From

THE BALD MOUNTAIN CALENDAR CO.
AXEL E. BRUNBERG, Prop.

Financial Institutions, Inc.. Is a Maine corporation owning a majority of the Capital Stock of 14 Maine banks
having total resources of more than $86,000 000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial Institu
tions, Inc. ls owned by Maine capital and the corporation 18 managed by Maine men who have had long and
successful experience ln banking and financial operation.

414 Main Street

Rockland

Call or Get,in Touch With Our Representative

WALTER E. PRESCOTT

151-156

ME
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ON ASTROLOGY

Ross Patterson of Rockport

One Car Through a Bridge and Another Through a Fence
But Nobody Wa* Badly Injured

Where the new stretch of cement
road from Thomaston to Warren in
tersects the main highway in the
latter town there was erected a fence
which has proven rather bothersome
to many motorists, for the reason
K ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
•*• ••• •». •••
•••
••• that it is not easy to tell where the
—
“A merry Christmas to us all,
new read across the field begins and
•«. my dears. God bless us.” Which
the old one leaves off. The former
all the family re-echoed. "God — has never been open to traffic but
— bless us every one,” said Tiny — probably will be in a week or so as
■- Tim, the last of all.—Charles ••• the cement for the new bridge plat
— Dickens.
— form is now being poured.
Homeward bound from Thomaston
early Sunday night a car containHELP MISS CORBETT i ing three Gardiner residents ap
proached, and according to a sub
sequent statement, the middle light
Volunteers Doing Their Bit was not burning.
The driver, Louis Simmons, found
For Christmas Cheer—A himself almost onto the fence before
he realized it. and swung sharply to
Santa Claus Letter
the left in order to get back onto the
concrete. The car lurched toward a
Miss Corbett, the city matron has building and Simmons cut back to
received encouraging help for the ward the right. As he did so the au
winter relief work from Mrs. Cora tomobile rolled over, across the
P. Talbot. Mrs. Anna C. White of New middle of the road.
Simmons were his wife and
York, Mrs. L. E. Wardwell, Camden. theWith
owner of the car, Mrs. Julia
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton, Mrs. P. Peacock. The latter was cut and
R. Spear ar.d Mrs. Mary P. Veazie.
bruised but was able to resume her
Mittens and clothing are being sent journey after receiving treatment at
in from every part of New England, Dr. Hodgkins' hospital In Thomas
ton. Her companions received no in
including the islands in the bay.
juries of consequence.
Last Tuesday Mrs. E. K. Leighton
The windshield and windows of the
was very busy and very happy doing car were broken, the mudguards were
up bundles of new clothing—blankets bent, and the top was crushed in, but
and quilts for the wortny poor. Next the car was found to be still in com
mission.
day "Peggy" Pratt and Mrs. Leighton
• • • •
delivered a great number of these Many sightseers visited Warren
gifts to addresses supplied by the city Saturday to inspect the bakery truck
matron.
which had dropped through the
Miss Gertrude Smith, home for the bridge near the woolen mill after
Christmas holiday, offered her serv skidding down the icy hill, and it
ices to Miss Corbett. These were was the unanimous verdict of all who
quickly and thankfully accepted by saw the machine that Omer Cemerel.
the City Matron who is just now the Lewiston driver, should devote
overwhelmed with work.
the remainder of the holiday season
Most letters addressed to Santa shaking hands with himself on his
Claus, South Pole, and mailed by narrow escape.
children in this community generally
Shortly before reaching the bridge
find their way to Miss Corbett's post- Cemerel had put the truck in low gear.
office box. Some letters are amus When the machine struck the ice it
ing, some very sad—all interesting turned around and made a bee line
The last one was pathetic—it asked for the Cloverdale store. Fetching
for no toys, nothing that a childish another twitch the rear end of the
heart longs for at this time, but this— car hit the bridge railing and slid.
"Dear Santa; I am Just asking a A stringer was broken in the bridge
favor, 1 ask kindly of you a coat, size as well as the rail. Finally the truck
16, and would you mind sending a dropped down so that the whole rear
hat too. I haven’t a dress—only one end was under water while the front
old ragged one that hasn't any end was aimed in the general direc
sleeves and if you send a dress please tion of the Milky Way.
send a flannel one. Thank you for
Cemerel climbed from the wreckage
all of it I have asked you and I shall uninjured, much to the relief of the
always remember you dear Santa badly frightened spectators.
Claus. My father and mother are
Cemerel was bringing 36 cases of
poor so that all I have to wear is bread to Rockland, and considerable
what is given to me, I will close now of it was cast on the waters. It was
late in the day before the truck was
dear Santa."
Here is .an opportunity for some finally restored to terra firma.
one to be a real Santa and give a
Both of the above cases were in
new coat, hat and dress. The name vestigated by Patrolman Shaw of
and address will be given to the the State Police, who turned into
happy person who will carry this out. headquarters a characteristically
complete report.

KNOX COUNTY'S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION
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To Go On the Air With

At Christmas Time

Interesting Subject
[From Regular Correspondent]
Parking has become a very acute : The tree on Ralph Ulmer Park is
Ross Patterson's many frieftds in problem these busy times but every \ especially beautiful, adding a touch of
Rockport, Rockland and Camden will courtesy is being lent the prospective distinction to Lafayette Square.
recall with Interest many discussions sh°PPers and a11 arc accommodated, Everett L. Spear and Austin Sher
man were the prime movers and
held with him in past years on the|
MF MF
found ready cooperation from all
subject of the stars, astrology and ' The sponsors of the lighting of the merchants in the area.
occult matters m general. Being a streets now in effect are delighted
tip MF ,
.................
, with the mental attitude resulting.
student of this work for over twenty j The very generai lighting of homes I Warren is the latest town to yield
years, Mr. Patterson has been able to and lawns is a pleasant sort of con to the lure of electric decorations for
the Christmas season, and word
bring a technical education and en tagion.
comes over the line that the mill
gineering training in mathematics to
MF tP
town is looking powerful fine.
the calculation side of astrology, with
What a pity that the Butler clock
the result that an unusual degree of
MF lg
accuracy in this peculiar work has ‘sn'4 sharin* ln the colored lights It
A generally expressed desire is
been reached. It would therefore j
“ P "°U °bJeCt
Y heard that the White Way lights be
seem probable—with other well- skyline.
turned off long enough to allow the
known astrologers now on the air and
lg MF
public to see the full beauty of the
the general public being educated in
The power lines have been carry- i colored decorations. Of course it
this most interesting subject—that a ing such a heavy load since Rockland would be impractical to turn the
call would come to Mr. Patterson to donned Its electric togs that it was j main lights off for long as some secenter broader fields.
found necessary the last of the week tions are not served by the colored
Friends will be pleased to learn that to cut into the new transformers on lights.
he has just returned from a business Union street.
yr
conference in New Haven and Hart
Gay
Park
was
the
scene of much
MF
MF
ford, where he signed a contract with
on the part of electricians
the Mary Oliver Candy Co. of New | One would travel a long way with activity,
Saturday when a tree of beauti
Haven to broadcast astrology over out seeing more elaborate electrical late
ful proportions was being decorated
WTIC, Hartford, for the winter decorations than those which are with
colored bulbs, which, when
months, speaking every Saturday eve found on the premises of Francis lighted gave a festive appearance to
ning from 6.30 to 7 o'clock. He will Havener, Broadway. Being an elec that section of Main street. The
discuss such things as astrological in trical contractor, himself, Francis has
tree on the lawn at J. C.
dications of nationial affairs, finance naturally gone the limit in the way lighted
can be seen a long distance,
and business, birthday information, of lighted Christmas trees and win Perry's
and is worth one’s while to walk or
giving interesting illustrations of va dows. Several other Broadway es ride
around that way, also those at
rious astrological predictions and tablishments have noteworthy deco the home of the Misses Young and
how they worked out. Probably the rations.
the Misses Jameson on Warren
most interesting part of the talks
MF MF
street.
will be the answering of personal
The weather has certainly been fa
MF MF
questions, either over the air or by
West Rockport has a community
mail, for people who fill out and send vorable to Christmas shopping the
past
week.
It
was
an
animated
scene
Christmas tree, and very pretty it
tn the necessary coupons taken from
which Main street beheld Saturday looks with its colored lights. The
the Mary Oliver candy boxes.
night,
and
to
the
casual
observer
It
Yulettde spirit certainly has Knox
Although astrology is one of the
oldest sciences known to man it has looked as if there might be one au County in its grip this season.
tomobile
to
each
electric
light
bulb
but recently seemed to come to the
lg tP
front. There are but few persons
lg lg
From the Salvation Army head
within reach of the radio today who
At the First Baptist Church, Sun quarters comes a disconsolate story
do not know at least a little some day, the Christmas decorations were as to the ill success attending the
thing about the subject. Its greatest simple but effective, consisting of annual Christmas effort. Letters
interest is due to the fact that it deals evergreen trees grouped about the sent to 1000 citizens have yielded
specifically with the individual, and pulpit and back of It. These were only 15 replies while the Christmas
since there is nothing in the world of draped
tinsel to resemble ici kettles along the street have done so
greater interest to a person than his cles andwith
when the sun shone upon poorly that only 30 Christmas din
own affairs, it would seem that as them they
verily seemed real. ner baskets have been made possible
trology in competent hands is filling Wreaths of holly
were suspended as against 65 applications. This is
a long-felt want, with its cheering
very disappointing to the officials
information of either good times from the light brackets at the sides who always feel duty bound to meet
ahead or its friendly warning of ques of the church, and over the en the most urgent appeals. The public
trances. The only note of color was
tionable future affairs.
invited to call at the Salvation
Mr. Patterson says there is nothing a basket containing some beautiful is
hall Wednesday from noon to
about astrology that forces anyone to red roses, the gift of Mr. and Mrs. Army
do anything; that it does not preach Charles H. Morey and son Cleveland, 3 p. m. to Inspect sveh baskets as It
a doctrine of predestination, but that aj a memorial to Miss Eleanor Morey. ls possible to provide.
it. does indicate to a very considerable
extent what will occur in the lives of
recommendation, approved increases
CHRISTMAS SEALS
normal people, provided they take no
in salary amounting to approximately
steps to interfere with it. Astrology
.
$1 a week, for most of the employes of
in its basic analysis, according to Mr. Knox County Is Again Doing the prison.
Patterson, is no different from any
MF MF
Its Bit In the Interest of
statistical science or business that
compiles definite statistics over
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Humanity
known periods of time, compares
these statistics with known results
An efficient corps of Knox County
and then formulates a business, or
If I had to live mv life again I would
any comparative policy, from the citizens is strenuously at work to have made a rule to read some poetry
listen to tome music at least onca
combination. This procedure is espe make the 1930 Christmas health seal and
The loss of these tastes la •
cially true of the great insurance and bond sale throughout Knox alossweek
of happiness.—Charles Darwin
companies in the country. Accord
ing to Mr. Patterson, practically the County a real success. Rockland.
THF. NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS
same operative procedure is present Thomaston, Union and Warren are
the night before Christmas, when
in astrology and it can be made to handling their sale by means of the 'Twas all
through thp house
serve just as valuable a service to mailing method, which ls practically Not a creature
was stirring, not even a
humanity in general.
mouse;
new in this State, but Is meeting with The stockings were hung by the chim
fine response. Through this method
ney with care.
vesper service
the seais are sent directly into the In hopes that St Nicholas soon would be
there.
homes with a letter explaining the The children were nestled all snug ln
use of the funds. The people purtheir beds.
A Sacred Musical Event In chase
as many seals as they care for. while visions of sugar plums danced
through their heads;
Which High Plane Was returning the surplus seals and the And Mamma
in her kerchief and I ln my
payment for those they decide to buy.
cap
Reached By Local Talent The funds derived from the sale are Had just settled our brains for a long
’s nap.
used for the checking of tubercu When winter
out on the lawn arose such a
An audience that taxed the losis in the State of Maine.
clatter
A series of tuberculin tests, Xray I sprang from my bed to see what was
capacity of the Congregational
the matter.
Church to the utmost, and over follow-ups, and chest examinations
flowed into the vestibule, gathered has been held during the past year. Away to the window I flew like a flash.
Sunday afternoon to hear the sacred The people ln general are much in Tore open the shutters, and drew up the
sash.
cantata, “Bethlehem," by Maunder. terested in this work which demon Thc moon
on the breast of the new fallen
It was given by the Pilgrim Choir, strates that the early discovery of
snow
assisted by Mrs. Katherine Veszio, tuberculosis, means early recovery. I Gave a luster of midday to objects be
A chest clinic was held ln Rock When low;
Mrs. Esther Howard. Mrs. Helen
what to my wondering eyes should
Wentworth, Mrs. Kathleen Marston, land for the benefit of Knox Coun
appear
Mrs. Lydia 8torer, and Messrs. Har ty citizens during 1929. and another But a miniature sleigh and eight tiny
old Greene, Raymond Perry, Carl will probably be held during the 1 With reindeer.
a little old driver, so lively and
ton Porter, Chester Wyllie, Raymond ensuing year. All clinics are held in
quick.
Greene, Ross McKinney, John Robin co-operation with the County Medi I knew ln a moment it must be St. Nick!
rapid than eagles his coursers they
cal Societies, the officials of which More came.
son and Charles Rose.
The comment most often heard endorse thc clinic progrm.
And he whistled and shouted and called
them by name;
Following is the list of chairmen
after the service was, “The finest
Dasher!
now.
Dancer now.
choral event ever heard in Rockland." and committee members who are giv "Now.Prancer!
now Vixen!
The tone quality of the choruses was ing of their time and attention, that On. Comet, on Cupid! on Donner and
Blitzen'
magnificent. The pianissimo pas the Knox County Christmas seal and
of the porch, to the top of
sages were like the richest notes of bond sale may be a success: Appleton, To thethetopwall.
a huge organ while the larger Principal Clarke and faculty; Bur Now, dash away, dash away, dash away,
all!”
choruses were thrilling in their sweep kettville, Miss Glenys Hall: Camden,
and power; and during every nuance Supt. Charles E. lord, Mrs. T. J. As dry leaves that before the wild hur
of shading the balance of tone re French: Cushing, Friendship, Owl’s
ricane fly.
mained perfect, and the precision of Head, St. George and South Thom When they meet with an obstacle, mount
sky.
every attack was absolutely accurate. aston, Supt. F. L. S. Morse; Hope, So uptoto the
the housetop the coursers they
The solo lines ln the hands of Mrs. Miss Winifred Burkett; South Hope,
flew.
Howard, Mrs. Wentworth. Mrs. Miss h -vbhorne; Isle au Haut, Mrs. With the sleigh full of toys and St.
Nicholas, too.
Veazie, Harold Greene, Charles Rose. Elizabeth Rich; North Haven, Rev. And then
ln a twinkling I heard on the
Chester Wyllie, Carlton Porter, Ross Henry Huse; Rockland, Mrs. Eva
roof
McKinney and Raymond Greene L. Toner, Miss Ellen Cochran, Miss The prancing and pawing of each little
hoof;
were interpreted with feeling and Maude Smith, Dr. James Kent. H. P. As I drew
ln my head, and was turning
sung with vocal beauty. Every solo Blodgett; Rockport, Miss Mildred
around.
ist gave the spirit and tone color that Graffam; Rockville, Miss Bird; West Down the chimney St. Nicholas came
a bound.
suited the text and fitted in perfect Rockport. Miss Carrie Drinkwater; I He waswith
dressed all ln fur from his head
ly with what came before and after Thomaston, Mrs. Marie Singer. Rev.
to hls foot.
and made the Cantata a thing of H. S. Kilborn. Mrs. John E. Walker, | And his clothes were all tarnished with
ashes and soot;
beauty that will be long remembered Miss Mary E. McPhail; Union. Mrs. |
of toys he had flung on hls
by those who heard it. The offertory, Ethel Creighton. Dr. H. H. Plumer: A bundle
back.
the Bach-Gounod “Ave Maria" was Vinalhaven, Supt. E. A. Smalley; And he looked like a peddler Just opening
his pack.
sung by Mrs. Howard with beauty Warren, no local committee: Wash
and sincerity. The principal solo of ington, Principal Leander Neale.
Hls eyes how they twinkled! hls dimples
the cantata was sung by Marshall
how merry'
MP I?
His cheeks were like roses, hls nose like
Bradford. The richness and power
a
cherry;
WARDEN HAS PLANS
of his voice and the dramatic inten
Hls droll little mouth was drawn up like
sity of his interpretation made it
a bow,
Would Operate a Number Of Small And thc beard on hls chin was as white
most impressive.
as thc snow.
Industries To Keep the Convicts
Mr. Bradford conducted the choir
The stump of a pipe he held tight ln his
Busy.
with a sure, positive touch and a fine
teeth.
And the smoke it encircled hls head
regard for every nuance of shading
like a wreath.
A plan to operate a tailor shop at
and the beauty and bigness of the
a broad face, and a little round
the State Prison at Thomaston for He hadbelly.
text and music.
Too much cannot be said for the the making of garments for the in That shook when he laughed like a bowl
full of Jelly.
accompaniments of Mrs. Faith G. mates was discussed by Warden
Berry. Positive, and yet never ob Charles E. Linscott at a conference He was chubby and plump—a right Jolly
old elf—
trusive and always sympathetic, they with the Governor and council yes
And I laughed when I saw him in spite
were an inspiration to the singers and terday.
of myself.
The
warden,
it
was
said,
told
the
contributed a great deal to the suc
A wink of his -eye and a twist of his head
Council he felt it would be neces Soon gave me to know I had nothing to
cess of the service.
dread.
The decorations were unusually sary to have many small diversified 1 He spake
not a word, but went straight
effective, with Christmas greens and industries at the institution rather
to his work.
candles predominating and artistical than a few industries on a larger And filled all the stockings; then turned
scale.
with a Jerk,
ly arranged.
And laying hls Anger aside of hls nose.
Any future choral events from this The uniforms, will probably be And giving a nod, up the chimney ho
rose.
group will be looked forward to with dark blue in color.
Linscott also brought before the He sprang to hls sleigh, to hls team gavo
the keenest anticipation.
a whistle.
Council a proposal that some of the And away
they all flew like the down of
mfuf
State printing be done at the prison
thistle;
Helen: "Does your husband exer No action was taken and it was said And Ia heard
him exclaim ere he drove
out of sight.
cise regularly?”
all plans on prison labor were still in "Happv
Christmas to all, and to all •
Bess: "Why, yes, last week he was the formative stage.
good-night!"
The Council, on the warden’s
out six nights running."
Clement C. Moore.

"
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GOOD WORK, SCOUTS!
CAMDEN
GRANDMA SMOKED
Mrs. Gertrude Waterman is clerk----THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
ing in W. O. Halls store during the.|t
J £) |n Those Days Are Supplying 300 Children
Boston Columnist Does An holiday
season.
J
’
Rockland. Me.. Dec. 22, 1930
We Give
With Toys—The Court of
Ask For
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle.
That Preceded the Modern
Intimate Sketch on Boyn Kennedy Shibles of Penacook. N.
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
S. A H.
S. & H.
H.,
is
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fi'ank
L.
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
Honor
GREEN
GREEN
Kennedy. Mountain street.
Llgaret
ton, Flying Ace
and that of the Issue of this paper of
DEPARTMENT
STORE
STAMPS
STAMPS
Dec. 20. 1930. there was printed a total
Mrs. Laura Marks of Portland is the
of 6275 copies
W. H. BUTLER,
Court of Honor, Boy Scouts of I
*410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Young Stanley Boynton, this 18- guest of her daughter, Mrs. Percy I suppose I am hopelessly behind
Notary Public.
the times,” admitted a successful America, met Thursday night. Ed
I year-old boy who set the junior Luce.
Dr. Sarah L. Wetherbee of Boston Concord. N. II.. lawyer to a New York ward Hellier, Troop 6, was advanced
For unto us a child is born, unto transcontinental air record recently,
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the
surface
of
the
ground.
This
is
j
g
Pajamas
Snap in New England,' 20 below in especially important for land that has , j?
Maine’ etc. Wonder if I missed been in crops harboring the bollworm i»
Sweaters
something.” Yes, Henry, you have during the late fall. It is also desirable
Electric Tyboys
missed something—a week of thej o plow or deeply disk fence rows and
Rockland
377 Main Street
152-15}
finest weather that ever came out of other
places where bollworms may
151-152
the almanac. And it's still on.
at»aSi>:&S.a3i5.Si2.2.3i*2.S(3.SS:;.S;a2.S;5.X2'.a3iS.S:aa2.aS
nave fed on plants.

The Courier-Gazette

CONCERNING "STAN”

I MONT ON

Rayon Spreads

Linen Breakfast Sets

Linen Set

Crinkley Stripe Cotton Spreads

Umbrellas

Bath Robes

Beacon Blanket Bath Robes

Auto Robes

Corduroy Bath Robes

Doherty’s Garage

WILLIAM SAVAGE

*

f

Beautiful Colored Glassware!
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS

u

Some New
Customers

DINNER WARE

COLORED GLASSWARE

BREAD AND CAKE CABINETS

R. V. STEVENSON

R. V. STEVENSON

GREGORY’S
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Every-Other-Day

ISSUING THURSDAY'S PAPER

TALK OF THE TOWN
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb

25—Christmas Day.
1—New Year's Day.
17—Franklin's Birthday.
2—Candlemas Day.
12—Lincoln's Birthday.
22—Washington's Birthday.

Weather This Week
Weather outlook for week in North
and Middle Atlantic states: Snow
over north and rain or snow over
south portion early part of week,
again Wednesday or Thursday and
toward end of week. Moderately
cold over north portion early part of
week. Temperatures will not change
materially thereafter.

Page Three

That its office force may have the
f\Ul relaxation of Christmas Day.
the Thursday issue of The CourierGazette will go to press the preceding
afternoon—a fact that should be not- !
ed by contributors and advertisers.

Fountain Pens and
Pencils

UP MP

Mrs. Etta Sanborn has taken rooms
in the Poss House, Park street, for the
winter.
MP MP

Rockland
Commercial College
closes tomorrow for the remainder of
the week.
Sheaffer or Chilton Make

hr I?

Unless rain follows this morning's
Miss Vora Nye is assisting at snowstorm Rockland will have a white
Champney's Studio during the holi Christmas.
day season.
I? MP
I? MP
Mrs. Arnold Rogers is employed in
The children of the Ash Point the store of P. J. Simonton Co. for
school sent a check for $5.25 to the the holiday season.
Boston Post Santa.
MP MP
Dr. and Mrs. Blake Annis are to
MP MP
More than 25,000 two-cent stamps spend Christmas in Vinalhaven as
were sold at the Rockland postofflee guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. San
yesterday. Some licking they took. born.

$3.50 to $9.00

“The Santa Claus Store”
No matter how much or how little you pay for gifts here, Senter Crane quality and value is wrapped

into every Christmas package.

That is why this special selling offers you a fine opportunity to purchase

worthwhile gifts without burdensome expense

Huyler’s regular 1.50 box of
Chocolates

Teddy Bears

79c

MP MP

I? MP
„ „ „
i Harold Leach, who has been em-1
DLv.°:_S™il.eLta.® "Lnh bv thA P’oyed in the office of lhe Curtiss- I
Southern papers, in which, by the Wright Flying Service, yesterday |
way, he is much pleased to find an joined the staff of the North National
occasional item from Rockland.
Bank. Mr. Leach is no stranger to
the banking business, having served
I? MP
Members of tH» police force are ten years with the Camden Savings
wearing the new overcoats pur & Trust Co.
chased through the happy financial
MP MP
results of the recent ball.
The distinction of being the first
citizen to cross the new steel bridge
MP I?
We don’t seem to have had much at South Warren is said to belong to
cold weather this winter, but the boys Levi Bucklin of that village, who
are fishing through the ice on Chick- made the passage Saturday on the
temporary planking. The cement
awaukie Lake.
mixer is on hand and the permanent
MP I?
Standing of Christmas prize con bridge covering will be ready for
test at Carr's: H. Newbert, 149, tur traffic before many days.
I? MP
key; C. Smulley. 135, goose; F. Black,
128, duck; H. Thomas, Dudley, 124,
The regular force of letter carriers
at the postofflee has been augmented
chicken.
by these extras: William A. Holbrook.
MF MP
The Emergency Employment Serv Ernest Benner, Robert A. Webster, K.
ice instituted by the State is said to W. Stewart, Walter Dimick, Myron
be meeting with gratifying results. Young, Arthur Sullivan, William H.
Up to Dec. 13 there had been regis Thorndike, Richard Dyer, Raymond
tered in Rockland 1Q0 men, of whom Bucklin and Forrest Hatch. Extras
on the trucks are S. J. Candage, Arthur
25 were placed,
Bond, William Vinal, Maynard Young
ig- &
and Charles Collins, while George
The W.C.T.U. meets Friday at Lit Jackson has added his truck to the
tlefield Memorial Churcn for a Christ fleet. A special delivery messenger
mas party and jollification. Miss temporarily on the staff is Ray New
Mabel Seavey will be leader. There ton, and temporary clerks are Fred
will be a Christmas tree and a little March and Henry Moran.
playlet will be presented.
I? I?
The committee in charge of the
MP MP
Golden Rod Chapter meets Friday Christmas tree at the Edwin Libby
night, with supper at 6, under the Relief Corps hall comprised Mrs.
direction of Mrs. Maitie Spaulding. Amanda Choate, chairman, Mrs. A.
It will be inspection night, with Mrs. H. Newbert and Mrs. Susie Newbert.
Adella Lombard of South Casco, They were ably assisted by Mrs. Amy
worthy grand matron, as visiting Tripp of Thomaston. The tree was
decorated, and everyone present was
officer.
remembered, even if it was a joke
MF L-?
The Veteran Firemen’s Association present, while the veterans present
is making extensive plans for a food received real articles. The shut-ins
fair to be held in Spear hall the week were well remembered, each one re
of Jan 19. ‘‘Miss Knox County” will ceiving some token of the festivities.
be selected in a popularity contest, Mrs. Choate who is one of the old
open to any girl in the county, and est members of the Corps is a con
the crowning will be a feature of the stant and active worker, ever read}’
fair. The booths will be occupied to perform any task which she
undertakes. She is a valued member
mainly by local merchants.
of the order.
MP MP
Winners in the Christmas gift con
Rev. George H. welch gave the
test at the Tillson avenue golf course Forty Club a thoroughly enjoyable
were: Mrs. Edna Cook, Mrs. Betty Christmas talk yesterday, mingling
Knowlton, Mrs. Myrtle'Winslow, Mrs, a charming vein of humor with a seri
Frank Tirrell, Mrs. E. K. Leighton, ous consideration of Christian spirit
Mrs. Elmer Davis, Donald H. Fuller, as manifested this particudlar season
Knott C. Rankin, Samuel Rogers, in Rockland. The decorations were
Ralph Lewin, L. K. Greene and John in keeping with the holiday spirit,
Snow. The prizes were very attrac the handiwork of L. B. Cook, John
tive.
McLoon presented each member with
a leather account book in behalf of
There will be no meeting of Edwin A. C. McLoon & Co., and the club
Libby Relief Corps this week, owing treated itself to smokes. The man
to the holiday. Jan. 1, the installa agement completed the meeting with
tion of officers will take place, with a very special dinner. John A. Black
Mrs. Eliza Plummer, a past presi was in charge of the program. Dr.
dent, as installing officer. Jan. 3 Walter Conley presented the wait
Mrs. Plummer will install the offi resses and Mrs. O’Neil with candy in
cers of Cooper Corps, Union. The token of tile club’s esteem.
members of the local organization
I? MP
plan to accompany her in a body,
Just received at" Senter-Crane’s,
new
shipments
of Pequot Sets with
i? «■Maynard Demmons who was re colored hem—1 sheet. 2 cases, per set
leased from State Prison on parole $3.98. Two cases in a box $1.50.
Saturday found his freedom to be Large size sewing boxes, very special
very brief for he was immediately at 50 cents.—adv.
taken into custody by the sheriff’s
I? I?
BORN
department to answer to another of
BROOKS
—
At
Manchester.
N. H.. Dec. 20.
the seven or eight indictments pend
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Brooks, (Lorita
ing against him, and generally alleg to
Palmer) a son.
ing larceny. Appearance will be HAWES—At Union. Dec. 20. to Mr. and
made at the February term of Knox
Mrs. Alfred Hawes, (Charlotte Starrett) a daughter.
County Superior Court.

A great gift for "the last minute”

Stationery
A regular 1.50 Teddy
It Cries

JJ

Like Picture

ELECTRIC TRAINS
.00

SPECIAL POOL TABLES
4.95

Close out from Boston's largest job
ber of Stationery

all their 1.00 and 1.50
Stationery

SANTA CLAUS IS HERE
Mornings I 0.30 to 1 I on the

50c box

Third Floor

Congress Playing Cards

Afternoons 3.30 to 4 in our

a recognized 85c package

W indow

50c
All Firsts

Torridaire Heat Pads
make a perfect gift to
invalids and motorists

$1.00

I?

No electric current or hot water
necessary

Christmas Cards
with fancy envelopes

I? L?

tg 11?

Sunday afternoon the members of
the Baptist Young People’s Union of
the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church met at the Home for Aged
Women and conducted a service
which was greatly enjoyed by the
inmates. After the singing of three
hymns the program included: Script
ure reading by Miss Ruth Conant*
prayer bv Rev. L. G. Perry, reading,
“Good Medicine,” from December
Missions, by Miss Olive Bragg; solo;
“Come All Ye Faithful,” by Miss
Sybil Jones: and a guitar and man
dolin, by Miss Bragg and Mrs. Lord
ll? If?

Many people are staging jig saw
puzzle parties instead of bridge.
Why not be up-to-date? Be the first
in your set to buy it. You can rent or
buy them at Crie's Gift Shop.—adv. •
!i? IT
A telegram received this morning
by the John A. Karl Co. from the
Attvater-Kent Mfg. Co., bore this in
teresting message: “Dealer and pub
lic confidence in the value and qual
ity of any product eliminates any
necessity for the product being sold
at distress prices. There will be no
reduction of prices on our present
season's models during 1930-31 sales
period. The confidence we enjoy will
not be jeopardized by any dumping
The stability of our position in the
radio industry will continue to make
the purchase of any Atwater-Kent
radio a sound investment rather than
a speculation.”—adv.

EAT YOUR
Christmas Dinner
AT

Mrs. Thurlow’s
Served from 12 to 2.30
[f convenient, please telephone “40”
for reservations
$1.25 per plate
Order Mrs. Thurlow's Delicious
Ices for your Christmas dessert it
dining at home

Broadcloth, guaranteed Vat Dye
fast colors—While, Tan, Blue, Green

Cape Cod Shirts,

Chiffon Silk
Blankets

LINGERIE

Hosierij

a fine useful gift
Our prices on blankets are well
known to all of Knox County

$1.00 to $20.00

Sale of

Silver Plated Flat Ware
». . »

■ 1

Sale of

Neat Pattern, Butler Finish with
a ten year guarantee

Tea Spoons, Table Spoons, Soup
Spoons, Berry Spoons, Dessert
Forks, Dinner Forks,Salad Forks,
Cold Meat and Oyster Forks, Din
ner Knives, Butter Knives, Ladles
etc.

“Silverine”
Underwear

.4

17c

DIED

Glove Silk, a real bargain

Vest and Bloomers, 1.00

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors and
friends who have been so kind to us dur
ing our recent befeavement.
Mrs. Fred Hart. Mrs. J. A. MacKenzle.

hI

One of the easiest “last minute
gifts" from the world's best makers, from “Chanel” down

Si

J

20c

Give Them Pewter

fl

A surely acceptable gift is this
Heavy Weight Merwin Wilson
Pewter Reproductions of early
American pieces

zi
fy
fj

$1.25 Io $7.50

You'll be delight
ed with the fine
. . the
quality
careful tailoring
---------... the unusually
fine, creamy toned
eyelet embroidery
laces . . . dainty
.. . tucking, hem
stitching.

$1.00 to $2.00
The kind of stockings
it's a matter of pride to
give and a real pleasure
to receive. And don’t
overlook your own needs
for the holiday festivi
ties.

$1.98 to
$4.98

Percales
Hundreds of pieces to select
from in the new 1931 patterns,
80 square—fast color Punjabs,
A. B. C. etc.

1.25

Extra sizes,

Toilet Sets

CARD OF THANKS
We the undersigned wish to thank our
friends and neighbors *or their many
kindnesses to us during the Illness and
death of our husband, father and brother.
Gleason L. Tinney Especially do we wl^h
to thank Dr. Brltto of Stockton. Drs..
Brown and Fogg, the two special nurses
and other nurses at the- Knox Hospital
who made his last hours as comfortable
as possible, also Mr and Mrs. Roger
Rhoades, friends who loaned their cars,
and the pall bearers for their services,
friends and neighbors for the beautiful
floral offerings and words of sympathv.
Mrs. Gleason L. Tinney. Mr and Mrs.
Sewell White. Mr. and Mrs. George Tin
ney, Mrs. Nettle Berry.

f

Give Useful Giftsi

Full Fashioned

AYERS—At Camden, Dec. 10. Ellen,
widow of William S. Ayers, aged
years, 3 months, 14 days.
QLEASON—At Union. Dec 20. Izora E..
widow of John A. Gleason, aged 72
years. 5 months. 26 days. Funeral
Tuesday at 2 o'clock.
COLBY—At Gorham. Dec. 17. Flora
(Eugley) wife of Walter M. Colby. Burial
in Gardiner.

CARD OF THANKS
I hereby tender mv heartfelt thanks to
lessrs. Koster and Munro, who sponsored
he benefit dance for me: to Robbins'
Orchestra of Union and other musicians
who assisted, and to all who sold tickets
or aided In any other way.
WUlls Marston.
2i,S.;.S,2,i.7;r'.2.5.2*3i2Q;Si3'3^2i?.2iSlSsaa

21 for 39c

.50,1.00,1.50

MARRIED
SYLVESTER-WINCHENBAUGH — Rock
land. Dec. 22. by Rev. J. Charles Mac
Donald. Theodore W. Sylvester and
Mias Evangeline Wlnchenbaugh. both
of Rockland.

IN MEMORIAM
In sad and loving memory of our dear
husband and father Edmund C. Hol
brook. who passed away Dec. 23. 1929.
Gone but not forgotten by his wife
and daughter.
Mrs. Lucy E. Holbrook and Miss Fan
nie M. Holbrook.
•

1-98

Men’s Handsome Ties

SWENSEN—At Waltham. Mass.. Dec. 16. to
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Swensen. (Freda
Jackson) a son.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our sincere thanks to
those who offered their cars and services
during our recent bereavement; also for
the beautiful flowers and cards of sym
pathy that have been extended.
Mrs. Sewell E. Smith. Mrs. Maurice
Brown, Mrs. Basil Webster. Mrs. Kenneth
Smith.
Vinalhaven.

Great Event for Group Gifts

I

Semi service weight, all silk from top to toe, petite French heels, slip
per sole . . .stockings of flawless beauty. Fourteen most beautiful
shades of the season.
Each in a special box—free for the asking

NEW SHIPMENT OF EVENING DRESSES
SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Handkerchiefs
Men’s Initials,

25c, 50c

Ladies' Hand Emb.,

15c, 25c, 50c

Costume Jewelry
Crystal Necklaces are all
the rage just now

98c to $7.50

«
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Fred Hooper, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
SOUTH CHINA
WARREN
Time to Pick Out
Hupper and Mrs. Coid.
STOCK EXCHANGE USED BY
School closed Friday for the
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Simpson of All the stores will be open Wednes
the Ring
Mrs. Frank Dean ot Waltham, Christmas vacation with a much en
CROOKS IN NEW SWINDLE
Mass., is guest of her brother, Nelson joyed program and Christmas tree. ■Winslow were Sunday visitors of old day evening.
By
LILLIACE
M. MITCHELL
H. Gardner.
The following hours will be ob
Santa Claus called in time to help neighbors in this place.
5" 5"
7
J 4 5 fo
5”
Quite a company attended the! served at the postoffice Christmas Exploitation of Public Through
Mrs. C. M. Mason is clerking in E. ' take the presenrs off toe tree and
1.
THEL FIELD had beautiful
. 1
B. Crockett’s store in Rockland dur , Mrs. Myrtle Taylor assisted with Erskine-Unity basketball game Fri- Day: 8 a. m. until 12 noon.
hair. Beautiful? Why, It was
Manipulation of Lilted Secur
ing the holiday rush
Sherwood Sidelinger is recovering
musical selections. Many of the par ' day evening at Unity.
13
IX
IO
II
magnificent.
And
In
this
workaday
ities Revealed.
f
Charles Wincapaw of Framingham. ents were present as well as other
School at Erskine closed last Fri from a tonsil and adenoid operation
world of smart bobs of shoulderMass., is painting for H. H. Hupper. j guests.
day and the town schools this week performed Friday at Knox Hospital
length
curls
fastened
daintily
to

15
“
New York.—In the last year the
17
Congratulations are extended to the
Ib
14
J for the Christmas holidays. Princi
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson closed
gether, Ethel's hair made her stand
bride and groom, Mr. and Mrs. Edw.
pal Tatham is spending his vacation i their home here Monday and accom public has been exploited to the
out
against
the
group
of
other
PORI CLYDE
extent of millions of dollars b.v
Edwards iVerita Stanley i.
in Rockland and New Jersey.
1$
panied by Mrs. Martha Burgess will under-cover "rackets” using listed
girls of her age as one apart.
ib
Capt. and Mrs. W. W. Torrey of ' Mrs. Clyson Coffin and son Joseph
The
“
sunken
road"
is
now
con

take
an
apartment
in
Rockiand
for
“I wouldn’t marry a girl who was
i
securities to lure Investors Into
North Deer Isle are guests of Mr. and have moved fiorn Marlinsville lino sidered done and the contractor the winter.
unwomanly enough to snip off her
f
IS
traps,
says
Louis
Guenther,
pub

1
one
of
the
Balaro
tenements.
id
22
Mrs. Harold Hupper.
21
hair like a—a—man,” Jim Ford had
Mrs. Lillian Davs and daughter i Ralph Davis of Oldtown has had his Mr. and Mrs. Leland Philbrook and lisher of the Financial World in
Oecan View Grange had its annual
machinery removed. Most of the family arrived Thursday evening to New York city. This looting was
a habit of saying.
w
Kathleen
spent
Thursday
in
Rock

election of officers Monday night as
boys have left for their homes, one spend a few days with relatives.
2?r
&
Perhaps this wns Ethel's reason
2b 27
accomplished, he writes in the cur
15
follows: Everett Torrey, M.; William land.
of them Charles Crosby of Oldtown The class taught by Mrs. P. D
for wearing her hair long. Those
rent
issue
of
the
Financial
World,
Schools
closed
Friday
for
the
Cook, O.; Phyllis Simmons, L.; Gert
, being so lucky as to carry off one of Starrett at Sunday school were her by manipulation, stock-boosting
great swirls of copper-luster bronze
rude Hupper. C.; Genevieve Watts. Christmas vacat.on.
29
our nice young ladies, formerly Miss guests at a Christmas tree Thursday paid tipster sheets, “eome-on” tele
took nearly an hour to make each
1
Mrs.
Julia
Hawthorne
of
Wiley's
S.; Mary J. Ervine, T.; Walter Bar
Louise Choate.
morning. And then tn the evening.
grams
and
false
information.
The
evening.
Games
were
played
and
all
Corner
is
spending
the
week
with
ter, S.: Fred Hooper. A. S.; Emma
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Grindell were voted it a fine time.
If Ethel planned to go anywhere or
3l 33
evil has grown to sueh nn extent
37
5i
35
34 1
Lehtonen, P.; Ethel Stanley, C.; Dor , Miss Esther seavey.
in Waterville Wednesday.
have any special company (like Jim
that even bribery of customers’
Friends
presented
P
D.
Starrett
There
will
be
concerts
and
Christothy Lowell, W. F.; Elviney White,
Miss
Alice
Hunnewell
is
visiting
in
Ford!)
she
patieDily
sat
before
her
with a handsome bouquet Thursdav men ls employed. Among these
; mas trees in both churches this year. 1 Boston.
1 59
L. A. S.
mirror another hour with her arms
38
.1 •
marking the 30th anniversary of his racketeers are individuals who In
Mrs Barbara Andrews is in RockWhen the friends of Lillian
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald who being in the grocery business here.
high above her head, eyes anxiously
the past have been Involved in
.
land
for
the
winter.
(Hooperi Coid walked in Tuesday
are now living on the Randall place Word comes from St. Petersburg. notorious financial frauds. This
on
the
mirror
before
her.
while
she
Miss Marion Davis who attends the on Route 102 and Ralph Esancy and
43 44
41
41
evening to wish her a happy birthday,
redressed It. It 'was long enough
evil practice has grown so pro
li
she was indeed surprised. Mrs. Coid University of Maine is spending the Allen Clowes snent Wedensday eve Fla., that Alfred Oxton has arrived nounced that the necessity to check
to
sit
on,
Ethel
’
s
mother
was
proud
there safely.
received many beautiful gifts. The holidays at her home here.
4&
ning at Esancy’s.
of telling.
47
45 4b
Pupils not absent at the Pleasant it has become an urgent one. Oth
Mrs Alice Trussell has returned
evening was spent with games, sing
Edmund Dowe and Ralph Esancy ville
Then one day ln late August Mrs.
erwise Its continuance will succeed
school
for
the
past
term
were
from
a
visit
in
Lowell.
Ma
c
s.
She
ing and becoming acquainted with
delivered another load of Christmas
Field was called away from home.
in undermining public confidence.
50
53
52
51
Harding Coid, Jr., Just four months. was accompan ed home by Miss Elsie trees in Arlington Mass, last week Mary and Laverne Young; those not
Hardly had the taxi drawn away
The
stock
‘‘
racketeers
”
have
tardy,
Stanley
Young,
Austin
LeadRefreshments were served. Those Puffer who wil. spend the holidays and were overnight guests of Mr.
from the curb than the telephone
avoided detection, “not so much by
better,
Sumner
Leadbetter,
Llewellyn
present: Misses Iva Falia, Genevieve with her.
Dowe' aunt in East Braintree.
rang. Jim wanted to tell Ethel that
5b
their methods, which are simple
55
54
1
Watts, Louise Rackliff. Elviney White,
Ralph was a supper guest at the and Ernest Payson, Mary and La enough, but by the smoke screens
he would be away on a business trip
verne
Young:
Stanley
Young
was
ab

Albion K. Meservey. Frank Rackliff, "The ideal marriage is when a man home of his uncle. George Milliken,
for a month.
they have raised about them. Be
Clyde Stanley, Charles Wincapaw, finds a beautiful girl and a good in East Walpole and with hls cousins sent but one-half day.
Ethel felt bleak and lonesome
hind
it
they
cover
up
their
iden

South Warren bridge still seems to tity. This done they then proceed
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) VERTICAL (Cont); j
HORIZONTAL
Tlieodorc Stimpson. Clarence. Wilfred housewife." says a writer. It sounds Franklin and Ruth visited some of
when she turned away from the tel
11-Pre flx—through
be hoodooed. A car ran into the merrily with their work of looting.
1-Fur-bcaring animal 41-A legal claim on
ephone.
the surrounding towns.
pnd Linwood Hooper, Mr. and Mrs. more like bigamy.—Passing Show.
12- Preflx—aaene as,|
windlass last week.
property
4-Strange
“
1
want
you
to
remember,
Ethel,
select a stock Issue on which
15-Novor, contracted]
Beulah Starrett came home Friday They
43-Nomad
7-Extlnct New
whenever you marry and go away
they can secure an option of a
afternoon from the Univers.ty of large block of shares and then t.ie.v
45-An attendant upon 17-Location
Zealand bird
from home that the first time you
20-Sprout of a tree
Maine and will spend the Christmas start to manufacture a fictitious
the sea-gods
10- Girl's name
feel blue and out of sorts the thing
recess with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. market for it by the use of preda
47-A general killed at 23-Ancient Egyptian
11- To lean or bend
ROCKLAND DIVISION
you need Is a crack good meal and
sun-god
Bunker Hill
H. V. Starrett.
downwards
a new hat. Now you tuck that
tory tipster sheets, bribery, Inspired
24- Turf
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Waltz mo misinformation, and come-on tele away, child, for future reference,
13-To recede, as the EO-Fabutoua bird
25- Facial nerva51-A number
tored from Keene. N. H.. arriving here grams. Under the cover of Inter
tide
because the day will eome when
twitching
53- A diminutive suffix
14- Famitiar garden
Saturday afternoon. They plan to est aroused among their following
1
you’ll be glad of the advice. And
27- lnterjection—«
flower
54- Still
remain a week.
advice Is something I seldom give,
the unsuspecting investor ls lured
as ho
16-A country of Europe 55- Free of
Hollis Starrett reopened operations into their traps. It was by the
knowing It’s never welcome!" If
28- Over (Poet)
18-A river-duck
56- lnsect egg
at his mine Monday. A very favor-j foregoing methods that the public
Mrs. Field had told her daughter
32- A widow
15- Stiffly proper and
able report came back to him from I was drawn Into the web spun by
this once, she had told her a hun
33-To give forth
VERTICAL
neat
New York where he had shipped half1 these racketeers around Dunhill
dred and twenty-seven times.
» '/I
34- 0ne who cures
20- Personal pronoun
a carload of spodumene.
Consequently, Ethel traveled to
International, Advance Rumely,
hides
1-Turkish cap
21- Grassy field
John Connell has given up his em Mallinson Silk, Manhattan Electric
wards the Icebox. After a thick
35- Melted, aa ice
22- A drink
2- Combining form
ebnnk of chocolate cake that would
ployment at Wiscasset and has en and, more .recently, Brockway Mo
36- Time-perlod
24-Gay
—egg
not be tolerated on the eighteen-da.v
tered the finishing room at Georges tor. On a minor scale several oth
37- Noted French
26-Combining form
3- Combirting form
er Inactive securities were em diet and two glasses of iee-cold
River Mills.
woman painter
* * * •
—heat
—yellow
milk, she began to feel a little less
ployed for similar purposes.
29- Conjunction
lonely.
"Manhattan Electric was boost
Herbert Bucklin who is at Knox '
4- By word of mouth 42-Goddeee of the
dawn (Gr. My
30- Personal pronoun
“Now for a new hat 1”
Hospital, is now able to move front ed from $27 a share to $55; Pun44- Hurried
31- Shortest or nearest 5- To ‘perform
But the thought of trying too per
side to side in bed and the straps have hill International from $10 to $48;
6A
town
in
Esthonia
45- Attempt
35-A President of the
suade some clerk to hunt out a
Mallinson Silk from $6 to $12, and
been removed from his back.
7- lntroducer of
46- Fith egga
the U. S.
smart hat with a double head-size
Advance Rumely from a low level
Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs
mesmerism
48- A Hebrew high
38- Precious stone
was too much for Ethel.
George Counce entertained three ta to as high as $119 for the pre
8- Japanese woman's
prieet
39- Residue of
“I might” she told herself softly,
bles of bridge at their South Warrer. j ferred and $104 for Its common
sash
49- To snare
combustion
stock. After the racketeers had
“cut off just a little of that hair.
home. First honors went to Mrs. A
9-An Arabian garment,52-Roman number
40- Even, contracted
Silly stuff! I wish to heavens I’d
unloaded, these stocks fell like a
V. McIntyre and Mr. McIntyre.
Mrs. O. B. Libby was hos'ess to thc plummit. The most recent quota had It cut and never let It get long
tions for these securities are; Ad ln the first place. But if I had It
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
In
Thursday Club last week. First prizt
cut now, mother would be Just sick
went to Mrs. A. V. McIntyre. Lunch vance Rumely, $18 for the preferred
ROUND
POND
and $4 for the common; $4 for
nnd Jim—Jim—”
eon was served.
NlZli
Mrs. Susie Tuttle who nas been In
The bleak look again came Into
The new bridge at South Warren is . Mallinson; $10 for Dunhill Interna
town for a few weeks has returned
tional,
and
$4
for
Manhattan
Elec

her
face
as
she
moved
towards
her
being planked, apparently making
to Portland for the winter.
tric.
own room.
ready for the cement.
Miss Winifred Erskine has closed
pointed out, however, that
“I could cut it off just below the
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Overlock ex theIt is
her home here and returned to Mass
whose securities
shoulders," she said.
pected to be out of quarantine Mon were companies
used as the vehicles to carry
Suddenly she found herself cut achusetts.
day.
It is good to report Mrs. Charles,
on these financial rackets were not
ting, cutting, cutting—hair wasn’t
Mrs. Martha Kallock is employed involved in these operations. They
as easy to cut as she had sup Thompson has recovered from her ’
at the home of Mrs. Maurice Cunning were defenseless because their se posed. It had a tendency to cut recent illness and is now able to,
ham. the latter being in ill health.
curities, being listed, are more or
square ended in a crooked line go out of doors
Barbara Achorn of Thomaston is less public property so far as
Asbury Hanra and son Hugh of the j
across the bottom.
spending her vacation with her dealings are concerned.
“For goodness sake!” she mur Portland lightship are at home ou'
grandmother, Mrs. Nellie Borneman
The resourcefulness of the finan mured. "I'll never be able to get their monthly furlough.
Ralph U. Libby is expected to arrive cial plotters has now penetrated
Fred N. Luce was tailed to Union 1
e u Riu s;
It done up again. 1 wonder if those
from Belmont, Mass., some time the
p1r|e|s|s|
recently to attend the funeral of his J
the sacred precincts of the New
funny ends will turn under?”
first of this week.
York Stock exchange. "These
They would not. Every time she brother John Luce. who. apparently
The Cuckoo Club enjoyed a joke
schemes could not he successfully
got them into place they sprang in good health, dropped dead while
Christmas tree and bridge Thursday conducted.’’ says this investment
out and sneered at her efforts imp on his way to the village store.
evening at the workshop of Fred P
per poundIninnnir
weekly, “if some firm and rigid
Mrs. Grace Moore and two daugh-;
ishly.
Watts, the red and white checker
rule were devised whereby mem
"I think I'll just pin It up any ters of Massachusetts have been re- I rTtfark every grave.
I
building known as the Aladdin Studio.
bers are- --------------compelled
to
vouch
for
,-----------—
-------------....
V
:u way
ituj uuvi
old
and »run down to the corner cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. O. A.
Honors were won by Mrs William
the character of their clients, since ' beauty shop."
Poland.
no trading can be done in any se
Partridge and M. S. Hahn.
Miss Vivian Richards is homc for
“Well, cut It off!” advised the
curity without this business being
A church Christmas tree will be en
girl ln the crisp white apron. her Christmas vatation.
transacted through members of
joyed at the Congregational chapel
Keith Munsey of New Harbor has
“What good is it?"
FULL MIXTURE =
the exchange. In England there is
Wednesday evening at 6.30 instead of
“My mother likes It,” Ethel re recently installed electric lights in
a traditional rule that before open marked.
^iiiinoiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiniiiaiiiiiiiittiiDiiiiiiniiiiDiiiiiii
in the afternoon as previously re
the homes of Irving Smith, Emery
«ww«ww.
Wo believe “a satisfied cus
ing an account for a customer a
ported. The children will furnish a
“Pooh! She’ll like you a lot bet Leeman and Evander Murphy.
tomer is the best advertise
OCEAN SPRAY
£ 5 Make mellow, full flavored COFFEE
member of the London Stock ex ter If yon look like everyone else
program.
The
choir
will
sing
carols
A good act of kindness was recently
ment,” and on that principle,
Tall
change Insists upon at least three
Instead of a black sheep," stated tendered our local merchant Milfred
at the home of shut-ins, after which
= by the drip method in the Drip-o-lat<y
our business is increasing.
references.
Another desirable
Can
lunch will be served at the chapel.
the girl. “Henri is the fellow to Luce by brother Odd Fellows Edwin
We shall be very glad to ad
check which the exchange could
give you a smart clip!"
Each adult is requested to bring a
Leeman, Albert Mank and Kermivise you on the selection of a
employ
to
keep
these
racketeering
An
hour
later
Ethei
looked
Incred

useful ten cent article for a gift.
Fessett. in helping him shingle his I suitable Memorial for your
parasites away from its securities
ulously at herself. Why, she was store building. Mr. Luce is not tn :
These presents will be drawn and all
Cemetery plot.
would
be
for
It
to
suspend
all
trad

—
there
was
no
doubt
about
It
—
she
are invited to share the good time.
good health and he feels very grateful
' Pef
D
ing
activity
ln
any
stock
where
was
beautiful
!
She
had
never
Mrs. Charles Wilson returned Sun
to them for the fraternal spirit mani- J
the evidence Is Indisputable that
known that her head was so beau fested.
day from Thomaston.
Wm. E. Dornan & Son
It
Is
being
used
to
exploit
the
tifully
shaped.
She
tipped
the
man
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hawes (Char
Frederick Lawler, the State's can
public."
and hurried home to sit before her didate for the Ford scholarship, and i
lotte Starretti are to be congratu
Inc.
dressing case.
lated on the birth of a daughter, Dec.
who was honorably awarded free of I
POULTRY
Jim?
Why,
she
didn
’
t
give
a
hang
Sense of Humor Kept
20. at Union.
EAST UNION, ME.
all expenses, a year's scholarship bv j
Ke'l S SEASONING
what Jim thought about her or her Colby College, spent the Thanksgiv-|
117T-tf
Ernest L. Starrett has lately had
Couple
Happy
90
Years
hair.
She
was
going
to
sit
and
ing recess with his parents, Mr. and:
the river water piped to his barn.
look
at
herself
and
run
her
fingers
Denver.—John Dalzlel, ninety-two
Mrs. Andrew Lawler. Young Fred
Mrs. Cassie Means of Rockland
= makes a nice Christmas present
and his wife, Jane, ninety-one, who up and down that back head as long erick likes his new field of work and
spent Sunday with Mrs. John Teague.
SPLENDID
as
she
lived
1
Large <£g aMfL = iHnniiiiiiiiiiaiiuiiimiioiiimimnoiiiiiiHiiiiniiimm.
celebrated their sixty-ninth wed
is pleasantly located at a professors
Miss Susie Hahn, Miss Harriet
The door bell announced a vis home where he Is treated like one ot
ding anniversary here recently, at
Can Jt 0 =
Hahn, Joseph Hahn and W. E. Hahn
itor.
Her
swift
glance
found
Jim
’
s
the family.
motored to Gardiner Sunday and tribute their long marital bliss to a
car before the apartment building.
sense of humor.
spent the day with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Mr. and Mrs M. E. Munroe are ill
Now
he'd
see
her
hair)
“We started out ln Scotland,
SPLENDID
Hahn.
Massachusetts to spend the winter.
“
Forgot
my
gloves
the
other
thinking we knew a lot," said Palr lucrr v
Large
Miss Annie Ervirfr and Herbert We want all your LIVE POUL
Marguerite Simmons returned Sun
zlel, who has gained nation-wide night, Ethel. Thought I’d stop and Bryant of Bangor are home for two TRY. Highest Price* paid. Cell
day
from
a
few
days
’
visit
with
Mrs.
Can
or write Chariot Shane, ear* ef
fame as an engraver. "Then life get ’em on my way out of town— weeks.
Ernest Jones at Thomaston.
R. E. Cutting, Warran, Ma. Tel.
took hold of us, turned us this way hullo 1 What’s—the—matter—with
* • • •
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Guy
Francis
of
Mys

your—hair? Gee, you sure look tic. Conn., who were called here by Warran 3-3 and trueka will call at
and
that
way,
laid
responsibilities
The list of housekeepers for the
burdens upon us, gave us swell with that short hair; Say— the death of Mrs. Manuel Francis ! your door. Reference*: Any poul
Par $< <
ladies' circle of the Congregational and
you ought to go Into some of those
try raieor.
enough
Joy to make and keep us
Church for 1931 are: Jan. 8, Evelyn
Per
<
beauty contests, Ethel—only I have returned home.
■V !
grateful
and
enough
Sorrow
to
In

Carton
Robinson, Grace Spear. Fannie Wylie, sure opportunities and keep our wouldn’t want my wife in one!"
CHARLES SHANE CO.
Laura Brackett, Alice Walter; Feb.
Ethel laughed. “Guess I’ll do
sense of htimor alive.”
Here are four good rules on the I
IT-tf
- TiiiiiaimiiimiimiiumiioiimiiHiiaiiuiiiiiiiaiimM
12, Anna Starrett, Ilda Russell. Alice
that,
”
she
said
carelessly.
For a man standing on the I
care of milk ln the home: First, pro- '
Mathews, Alzada Simmons, Frances threshold of his ninety-third year, I
“Say, I could start any time to vide a receptacle on the porch, in '
Vinal; March 12, Nettie Jameson, Dalzlel made a surprising though [ night as well as now—what do you which the milkman can place the I VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
medal
Florence Gardiner. Abbie Newbert. frank admission.
say if we chase down to Peacock's bottled milk to protect It, Second.•
STEAMBOAT CO.
Katie Starrett, M. Grace Walker
Pkg.
“I have discovered I don’t know 1 and pick ont your ring?”
place thc milk in the refrigerator as ,
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
April 9. Belle Walker. Elizabeth Mun
“
My
ring?
”
repeated
Ethel,
wonanything and am preparing to take I
soon as possible after it is delivered.
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 530
sey, Julia Watts, Flora Peabody. Edna
on a change of new and thrilling deriDg why her heart was pounding Third, leave the milk in the bottle A. M . Stonington 6.25. North Haven 725.
Vinalhaven
8.15. due to arrive at Rock
Boggs,
Gertrude
Hahn;
May
14.
Net

that
way.
knowledge," he said.
( licquot club
until it is time to use it. Fourth, do
about 9.30
tie Vinal, Adelaide Norwood, Jessie
“Yes, yonr ring—your engage not return unused milk or cream to land
ALL FLAVORS
Many of his engravings ef birds, i
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1J0 P. M.,
Walker, .Nancy Clark. Martha Miller, beasts and reptiles appear In an I ment ring,” he said.
the bottle. Keep it covered, in a Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swan’s
8‘
Mary Berry; June 11. Alice Watts,
“Oh, my ring,” said Ethel, trying separate container.
American dictionary. His father,
Island about 5,00 P. M.
| Rosina Buber. Ruby Kalloch, Olive
to gain a moment. “Why, that will
Sir
Robert
Dalzlel
of
Newcastle-onB. H. STINSON. Oeneral Agent.
I
Peabody. Gertrude Starrett, Olive
Tyne, was a portrait painter of be fine,” she said brightly. “I was
143-tf
Holt; July 9, Abbie Newbert, Grace ' note.
going downtown to buy a hat any
y
Campbell, Janet Robinson. Phoebe
way 1"
PLANTATION—Sliced
Harmon, Florence Gardiner, Fannie
Which all goes to prove that moth
Why suffer torture* from Rheu
Judge Rules a Good
Wyllie. Edna Moore, Flora McKellar;
er’s advice is never, never to be
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
July
23.
Evelyn
Robinson.
Laura
Star

disregarded
!
Hug Is Worth $72
lar Lameness, Spraina and Brulaaa
5C
(Copyright!
rett, Alzada Simmons. Alice Brown,
whan
Minneapolis, Minn.—A good hug
If Getting Up Nights, Backache,
Iva
McKellar,
Nellie
Wellington,
*s;eX
is worth exactly $72, Judge Levi JI.
frequent day call?, Leg Pains, Nerv
Sunday School Leeton
Frances Spear, Mary Wyllie; Aug.
E
METHYL BALM
ousness, or Burning, due to function
Hall of Municipal court has ruled.
al Bladder Irritation, in acid condi
13. Carrie Smith, Adelaide Norwood.
Jimmy
Joe,
age
four,
ts
a
regular
Anna Mitlow sued Edward Hensley
will bring almoat inatant relief?
tions, makes you feel t: red, depressed
attendant
at
Sunday
school.
On
Olive
Peabody,
Harriet
Hahn.
Nancy
DOROTHY RICH
for $75. She charged he hugged
and discouraged, try the Cystex Teat.
ALL FLAVORS
A aciantifieally compounded ex
being questioned about the lesson Works fast, starts circulating thru
Clark. Mary Berry, Adelaide Holt,
9C
her so hard while dancing that two
ternal application that ahould ba
the system ln 15 minutes. Praised by
recently
he
said
it
was
about
Doris Harmon; Aug 20, men's supper,
of her ribs were cracked. Her
thousands for rapid and posilive ac
in every horn*. Bold only at
“Dandruff In the LIod’s Den.*
George Walker, chairman; Sept. 10,
doctor bill wns $3. but she asked
tion. Don't give up. Try Cystex (proI
Elizabeth Munsey, Alice Watts, Janet
nounced Siss-tex) today, under the
for $75 for the Injury. “I’ll only
Johnston’s DrugStore
Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly
Robinson, Phoebe Harmon Gertrude
give yon enough for the doctor hill.
Natural Phenomenon
allay these conditions. Improve rest
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Hahn,
Frances
Thomas.
M.
Grace
A
good
squeeze
like
that
ls
worth
ful
sleep
and
energy,
or
money
back.
Innocent
Pupil
(to
teacher
of
5C
Sant Poat Paid on roeoipt of priee
t5«-sie««i8t:!s«.’cy"<«iex*«s’r5’4!e’K'S’< tat
Walker; Oct. 8. Grace Spear, Jessie
$72,” Judge Hall said.
physics)—Why is It that when two OnlyC.60c
76 oant*
II. Moor & Co.. Rockland
Walker. Flora Peabody. Laura Star
people are walking in the moon
Sltf
rett. Ilda Russell, Edr.a Boggs; Nov.
Rains Check Forest Fires.
light there is only one shadow?
12, Grace Campbell. Nettie Jameson,
Madison, Wls.—Fire hazard In
Alice Mathews. Belle Walker. Gert
forest districts is at Its lowest point 1
Stupefying Drugs
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Xc
rude Starrett, Adelaide Holt: Dec. 1,
this year on account of heavy fail
Narcotics are drugs which have
Alice Brown, Nettie Vinal. Anna Star
rains, Chief Forest Fire Warden
Dentist
the property of Inducing narcosis,
rett, Carrie Smith, Harriet Hahn,
Fred G. Wilson has announced.
or stupor.
Mary Wyllie.
302
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLANO, ME.
Since 1840 this Qrm oas
tr tr
Talephona 916-M
tgp
faithfully served the famlllea
Buying a good herd bull is an im
tttf
Per
of Knox County
Christmas gifts from the kitchen
portant step in growing better beel
LADY ATTENDANT
Pounds
calves. In common or native herds will be sure to please. A few jars of i
Gilchrest
Tel. Oay 450 :
781-1
calves sired by purebred bulls weigh jelly or preserves or pickles—some of |
AMBULANCE SERVICE
R. W. TYLER
Monumental Works
your most appetizing cookies—a
lliaillllllllt* J lUIUIIIIDiUlliilllllGlIllllllliliGlIUlllllilOIIIIIIIIIIlQillUIIIIIII
'-'IX
U.4
k.lC«U
o
v
tt
In-ttu
4.4
1
y
_______________________________ .
Main Street
WUvli OVill CAV lilt j v<AA Lttt^O LlltaaS VlUfCrf fruit cake or a tasty layer cake— j
RADIO SERVICE AND REPAIRS
Thomaeton, Main*
Oa cut bttnic <aou oaacu uy SCa uu UiUij, some homemade candies— are all
NEW BICKNELL
good last minute remembrances. '
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
YOU KNOW THE OWNER AT NATION-WIDE STORES
i ttAALA VlACjf W III MCI a aOa' A LO tt LfCAAUS <A
ROCKLAND, ME.
Phone 710
P. O. Baz 35*
Dainty wrappings make them reflect I
Talephona Connection
[ pOUAAU AAAOAU, ttCOO*l-*Alb LU UApCA AiAlCAiVt
UStf
the spirit of the season.
in Arkanas and Oklahoma,
MARTINSVILLE

|COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLEj

E

nr *

UT US SUPPLY
vou a
TABLE

TRIMMINGS?

sg

WEEK OF DECEMBER 15th TO DECEMBER 27th

RIBBON _ _ _
CANDY 39

MIXED
NUTS
Cranberry Sauce

AND °NE FOUND

Perg|C|

1 NATION-WIDE COFFEE

pkH'“ I

PUMPKIN

NATION-WIDE

GELATINE!

For

1.39

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

Lucky Strike
Cigarettes

MINCE MEAT

fllPDANTQ
lUKKAWLi

Memorials

DRIPO-LATOR

Walnuts
DJI’

H

JL* A

>

COLD

CAKE FLOUR

tr tr

M

:

25c CINGEI

JELL-0

Pineapple

3 f» 25c

Chocolates

THREECROW I
PURE
!

Ral:Eton’s
CAMA

Criseo

Bladder
Weakness

"<«4
2

w

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S
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Page Five

VINALHAVEN

STATE OF MAINE

Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of Warren. In the County of Knox,
for the year 1930.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town
of Warren aforesaid, for the year 1930. committed to me for collection for said
Town on the flrst day of June, 1930. remain unpaid; and notice Is hereby given
that If said taxes with Interest and chaiges are not previously paid, so much of
the real estate taxed as ls sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including
Interest and charges, wlll be sold without further notice at public auction at The

Wyman Guilford returned Saturdav from several davs’ Visit in PortJ

. '.
| lana.
i
Mrs

!

Make Santa’s Smile

Kate Dver and daughter,
a “Permanent”
'
snpndine
! Charlotte ol Ihomasion are spending,
By Giving a
j the Christmas vacation With Mr. and J
j Mrs Russell Whitmore
Year's Subscription to
The following teachers have arrived
O’clock A. M.
■■ ! home for the Christmas recess; Alene
Amount of Tax Due Clifford, from East Weymouth, Mass.;
Name of Owner
Including interest and ,
Mllt0/N.
phyllls
Description of Property
Charges
— Black and Flavilla Arey, Port Jervis,
JOHN W. ACHORN—Six acres bounded North and West by land of Mason
N. Y.; Glennis Coombs and Helen |
Tolman. East by land of C. F. Andrews, bounded South by land
Carlon, Boonton. N. J.; Sara Bunker,
$3.00 per year
of D. M. Starrett.......................................................................................................
02
New York; Hattie Vinal, Natick.
WILLIAM A. ANTILLA—Two acres of land
Bounded North by Union
Tuesday -Thursday - Saturday
line, East by Road. South by land of Life Payson (Heirs),
Mass.; Virginia Black. West Hartford,
<
West by ................................................. J....................................................................
3 26 Conn.; Cora Vina), South Portland;
WILLIAM ANDERSON—33,« acres. Located in East Warren. Bounded
Louise Hardison. Orange, N. J.; Fan
North by land of J. A. Dean, East by land of Samuel Mattson.
8outh by land of John Cates. West by land of William Anderson
3 26 nie Ames, Swans' Island; Margaret 3i>
ADELBERT BUCKLIN EST—Five acres of land. Bounded North by
Roberts, Bellows Falls.
Road. East by Back River. South by land of S. H. Creighton.
3 26
Miss Luella Holmes who has been]eluding selections from the Messiah, Norma
Phillips,
Nita
Izesma;
West by land of Ballard Libby ....................................................... .............. W. F. CALDERWOOD—7‘2acres of land. Bounded North by land of
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Young broadcast from Kansas City, Mo.
Shepherds. Norman Johnson, RichF. O. Jameson. East by land of Harold Flanders, South by land
Miss Evelyn Greenlaw of Yarmouth 3rd Libby, Mont Roberts, Burton Dy5 78 ‘ returned Thursday to Swans' Island.
of L. L. Mank. West by Waldoboro Town line ....................................... ••••
er. Joseph Dyer, Ambrose Peterson
FRANK ERICKSON—18 acres of land. Bounded North by land of H
The Girl Scouts assisted in tying is the guest of her aunt, Mrs. George Jr.;
Waldron (Heirs), bounded East by land of A. Oxton. South by
Wise Men, Philip Brown, Leslie
29 78 and distributing Christmas packages Callahan.
land of John Dunn (Heirs). West by land of A Farrlngtop ................
Jesse
Greenlaw
returned
by
plane
D
>'
er
' Jr.. George Headley^ The read
OEOROE ERICKSON (OR OWNER,—House. Outbuilding and two acres *
for the Sunshine department of the
of land. Located In North Warren. Bounded North by land
j Union Church.
Sunday from a visit with his son "?*
,
h hi!Tn' hv
'
of Mrs. Charles Mank. East by same. South by Road and West
! JJazel Roberts and directing by Hazel
is 68 These students are home for the Blanchard Greenlaw in Camden.
by land of Mrs. Charles Mank ....................................... •••••• -......... •••••••
ERNEST HOWARD—15 acres of land
Bounded North by Town line.
’ Christmas vacation: Keith Carver. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Greenlaw and
..The Greatest Gift of Alr was the
East by land of Isaac Hobbs (Heirs). South by land of Thaddeus
7 05 Wentworth Institute, Boston; Neil Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Ames visited in subject of the christmas service at
Hastings (Heirs), bounded West by Brook ..... nn
JOHN HENDRICKSON—House. Barn and 40 acres of land. Located on
Calderwood and Allegra Ingerson. Rockland Saturday, going by plane. , Union Church Sunday, Rev. P. J.
road to Patterson Bridge. Bounded North by Road East by
University of Maine; Celeste Carver. Mrs. David Duncan was in Rock- j Clifford, pastor. Mrs. Blanche Hamland of A L. O. Hills. South by land of J. Ahola. West b> and
27 25 Bates College; Doris Stordahi and
of George Davis and W. V. Conant .................................. kv
Saturday.
i iiton Kittredge was soloist. ChristGEORGE JONES (OR OWNER)—21 acres of land. B°dn£edwNo?arron
Frances Macintosh, Rockland Busi land
John Bishop left Mondav for ; mas anthems were sung by the choir.
land of C. F Wotton (Helm). East by land of B. W. Carroll
ness
College;
Elwood
Sails,
Harvard
(Heirs). South by land ol A Copeland. West by land of Orbeton
Quincy, Mass., for the holidays.
i The feature of the evening program i
9 07 . College; Irma Whitmore and Edith
Mrs. Clinton Teele returned Satur- (was the picture "King of Kings" with {
E W KINNEY°Isix acres of iand. Bounded North by land of W B
Nickerson,
Farmington
Normal day
from Rockland.
, synchronized music at Memorial hall.
McIntyre, and South by same. East by land of J. Orbeton.
5 79 School; Alex Lowden, Bangor Theo
The lighted community tree on the Christmas carols were sung by the j
West by land of N. E. Leach ....... ................................ /
..... RniindM
logical
Seminary.
ERNEST KNIGHT—One outbuilding and 10 acres of land. Bouncieci
common adds much to the Christmas church choir
East by land of Mason Tolman. South by Road. West by land
9 58 Mrs. W. H. Ingerson was ln Rock festivities. Also electric candles and i
of wm. B. McIntyre ....................-•.......... ••...............................whits
Oak
land Thursday to meet her daughter trees with varied colored bulbs in the j
NESTOR MIKKOLA—2‘i acres of land
Located White
Oak
CDirwriQI-IID
! Allegra who returned from University windows of many homes and stores. |
Meadows. Bounded South by land of D. W. Meiry, West by
r KlLlNDorllr
3 00' of Maine.
There will be a Christmas tree and
WILLIAM A. McLAIN—House. Barn and 50 acres of land^ Located
Mr.
and
Mrs. Percy French and
Mrs.
Lucinda
Gerrish
and
Mrs.
program
given
by
the
children
at
Warren and Camden Road Bounded North by land ol \ B Conic
son Harold and Mrs. Susie Philbrook
and M. D. Watts. East by A. H. Copeland. South by land of A. r.
33 5B Samuel Rich have been guests of rela- Union Church Dec. 23.
Oxton. West by land of Mary Watte .......................... „ ■
.............
Special meeting of Marguerite of Warren were recent guests of Mr.
, tives in town this weekend, leaving
OEORGE PARKER—15 acres of land
Located N. E Warren Ellis
(Monday for Isle au Haut where Mrs. Chapter will be held Dec. 29, with and Mrs. Kenneth Thompson.
Starrett lot. Bounded North by land of C. F. Wotton <Helrsl.
East by Road to South Hope. South by land of Ira Rollins
Mrs. Geneva Hall with Mrs. Lillian
4 53 Gerrish will spend the winter months work on four candidates.
(Heirs), West by Road to Stevens’ Mill ................... ......... „ -..........
with her daughter, Mrs. Rich.
Mrs. Edith Vinal and Mrs. E. M. Hall and chauffeur spent the day re
O F PEIT'EE- Seven acres of land. located Great Easter Road (so.Richard Clifford was in Rockland Hall entertained the Silent Sisters cently with Mr. and Mrs. R. R.
called). Bounded North by land ol G. W. Starrett and C E
Saturday.
Starrett. East by land ol J. A. Skinner (Heirs). West by land
Saturday evening at supper and Thompson.
of Orbeton & Crawford at K Matthews. South by land of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Raymond went bridge at the home of the latter.
3 26 '
Granville T. Brow returned home
Wotton (Helrsl ................................................................ ... .................
| Monday to Marlboro, Mass.
T. E. Libby returned Saturday from Saturday from East Machias after
JAMES ROLLINS—Seven acres of land
Bounded North and South
by land ol C F. Wotton (Heirs), East by land of D M Starrett
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Carver returned Boston.
spending three weeks there in the in
and West by land of William Fogler ...........................................
4 02' Saturday from Rockland.
Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs Post and terests of Burnham & Morrill Co.
REED Ic DAVIS—33 acres of land Bounded North by land of Moody
Dorothy Polk returned this week Auxiliary at their Christmas tree en
& Jameson. East by land of Clarence Tolman. South by E R.
Mrs. Albertina Morton, Mrs. Aman
12 10 from Welleslev, Mass.
tertainment Monday night presented da Simmons and Miss Belle Winca- j
Moodv. West bv land of J. Mank (Helrsl .....
JOHN A RUHELA—3>2acres of land. Located at Highland
Bounded
the
following
program:
Christmas
pa

Bertha
Nelson
arrived
Saturday
paw are regaining their health rapid-'
on North by land formerly B Knowlton. East by Road to Watt3’
from Portland.
geant, The Star of Bethlehem: Mary, ly after being accidentally poisoned
Corner. South by land Edwin Keating and West by land of A. A.
An electric radio was in use Sunday Ruth Brown; Joseph. Sonny Peter by gas last Thursday. Mrs. Simmons
Kennedy and S Crane (Heirs).
20 acres of land
Located at Highland
Bounded North by' afternoon at the Latter Day Saints' son: Angels. Carolvn Dver. Barbara and Miss Wincapaw are planning to
land of C. Morse (Heirs). East by land of Ira Robinson iHelrs).
Church to dispense special music, in- ' Roberts, Betty Brown, Helen Dyer; make their home with Mrs. Morton
South by Oyster River.
,
15 acres ol land Located at Highland (Clark lot) Bounded North
for the winter months.
by land of W I. Barrows iDow loti. East and South by land of
Mrs. T. P. Carroll. West by Oyster River ...............................
Supt. and Mrs. Frank Rowe and Mr.
TOWN
OF
ST.
GEORGE
EDWARD A STUDLEY—20 acres of land
Located near Mt. Pleasant
and Mrs. George Newcomb spnnt the
Bounded North by land of W E Leach. East by lard of A. T.
STATE OF MAINE
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Russell. South by land of Frank Butler and West by Road to
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Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of St. George, ln the County I Thompson
7 05
South Hope ...................................... -................. -..................................................
of Knox, for the vear 1930
iwuipouu.
JOHN W THORCKMORTON—House. Outbuilding.
acre land
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners ln the
Mrs. Eugene Brown has returned
Located Main Street Bounded North by land of Main Street. East
Town
of
St.
George,
for
the
year
1930
.committed
to
me
for
collection
for
said
1
by land of C. A G. Simmons. South by land of P S. Hilton.
home from Boston
52 50
on the 29th dav of April. 1930. remain unpaid: and notice ls hereby given
West bv land of G. D. Gould .............................................................................
i that if said taxes, Interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the
Clarence Morton has returned home
OERALD TOWLE—115 acres of land. Located ln Pleasantville. Eastern
j real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor. Including In- from a week’s visit with Dr. and Mrs.
Road to Union Bounded North by land of C E Starrett. A L
;
terest
and
charges,
wlll
be
sold
at
public
auction
at
I.
O.
O.
F.
Hall,
in
said
town,
Jones and Albert Copeland. East by land of C E. Starrett. South
Frank W. Putnam in West Newton.
i on the flrst Monday of February. 1931. at nine o’clock A. M.
by land of O. W Starrett and Town of Warren. Philip Lane.
60 08 !
___ _
IVcrrlnMon of R*»p1 Pstatc
T^x on Real Estate
John Mitchell, Robert Mitchell,
F. K. Matthews. C. E Starrett. West by Georges River .......
KRAMRISCH. ALTMAN AND BURG ALIO—Land Dlst. 10. Value $200
$11 00
ELIZABETH H. VEIGA—Five acres of land. Location Negro Town.
I EST. OF IRADELL T. DAVIS—Land, two Acres. In Dlst. 4. Value $50
2 75 Allie Crouse and Byron Nash went to
Bounded North by land of H. R McIntyre. East by land of O B.
Lynn Thursday to attend the Peter
3 26 OBED W GRIDLEY—House. Barn and Land. In Dlst 16. 5 Acres.
Libby South by S. S. Peters (Heirs). West by land of E. H. Beebe
Bounded North by Shaw. East by Harbor Lots, South by
Woodman K. of P. Lodge.
CARRIE A. WENTWORTH (OR OWNER)—12 acres of land. Location
Dltchett.
West
by
Cove.
Value
on
land
$200.
Value
on
buildings
E. Road to Union. Bounded North by land ol F. C and W. M.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Walker
<500 Total value $700 .........................................................................................
38 50
Leach, East by Road. South by land of Addle Metcalf. West
No. 2 Woodlot. 20 Acres. Value $150 .........................................................
8 25 oi Warren visited Mr. and Mrs. Harry
10 84 I
by land of J. Williams and J. Hills (Heirs) ................................................
W. E ADAMS—House. Barn and Land. In Dlst. 16. 10 Acres. Bounded
FRED P. WINSLOW—3>,i acres of land. Location Highland come to
C. Magee Friday at Martin's Point.
North by Dltchett. Esst by Sorquist. South by Highway. West
Camden Road
Bounded North by land of Silas Watts East and
Capt. Roy Morton is visiting his
by Highway Value $850 .....................................................................................
46 75
South by land of Seth Crane (Heirs). West by land of Keating
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert W. Mor
3 00 i ALBERT HOEDKTE—Cottage and Land. 1 2-3 Acres In Dlst. 5. Value
(Helm) ....... -...............................................................................................................
on land $250. Value on buildings $400. Total Value $650 ....................
35 75 ton at East Friendship.
FRANCIS E. PARKS—House, three Outbuildings. 50 acres of land
No. 2 Garage and Work Shop. Value $100 ............................................
5 50
Location North Warren. Bounded North by Union Line. East by
Miss Mary Gay arrived home Wed
CHARLES A. JOHNSON—House. Lot and Garage. V4 Acre. In Dlst. 10.
land of Melzar Payson and C. Erickson. South by land of E. B
Value
on
land
$50.
Value
on
buildings
$375.
Bounded
North
by
nesday from House in the Pines. Nor
Calderwood. West by land of A Cummings.
Carlson. East by Johnson. South by Johnson. West by Highway.
House, one Outbuilding, 60 acres of land Location North Warren.
Total value $425. Balance due on Real Estate ........................................
6 38 ton. Mass., to spend the Christmas
Bounded North by land of C. E. Bicknell & Son East by land of
vacation with her parents, Mr. and
I A. H. BOND—Land. In Dlst. 16. 30 Acres. Bounded North by Gridley.
D R Cummings. South by land of E S. Crawford. George Libby
East
by
Sorquist.
South
by
Adams.
West
by
Cove.
Value
$175
..........
9
63 Mrs. H. L. Bossa.
and E. H Whitney. West by land of Ablatha Cummings.
JOSEPH T SIMMONS.
40 acres of land.’ Location N. Warren I Boggs Lot). Bounded
Miss Irene Morton of Kent's Hill
Dec. 19. 1930
Collector of Taxes for the Town of St. George. Maine
North by land of N. C. Crawford. East and South by land of G B
102 00 '___________________________________
1S3-T-3 Seminary is spending the Christmas
Young, and West by Waldoboro Line
vacation with relatives in town.
SAMUEL H. DOE—18 acres of land Bounded North by land ol Frank
Butler. East by Road to South Hope, South by land of C. F.
I
Theron Miller arrived home Satur
TOWN OF NORTH HAVEN
Wotton (Heirs), West by land of W E Leach ..........
22 20
day from Boston for the Christmas
E S. SPEAR
vacation.
STATE OF MAINE
Dec 22. 1930
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Warren.
153-T-3 !
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of North Haven. Maine. In the
Schools closed Friday for two weeks’
County of Knox, for the year 1930
vacation.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners ln the Town
Miss Grace Winchenbaugh is spend
TOWN OF OWL’S HEAD
of North Haven. Maine aforesaid, for the year 1930, committed to me for collection
for said Town on the twelfth day of May. 1930. remain unpaid: and notice Is ing the Christmas vacation with her
hereby
given
that
If
said
taxes
with
Interest
and
charges
are
not
previously
paid,
STATE OF MAINE
parents. Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Winchen
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of Owls Head, ln the County of so much of the real estate taxed as ls sufficient to pay the amount due therefor. baugh.
Including Interest and charges wlll be sold without further notice at public
Knox, for the year 1930.
Robert Mitchell is passing a few
The following list ol taxes on real estate ol non-resident owners in the Town auction at Crockett's Hall ln said Town, on the flrst Monday ln February. 1931 at
of Owl s Head aforesaid, for the year 1930 committed to me for collection for said nine o'clock A. M.
days with relatives in Portland.
Amount
of
Tax
Due
Town on the fifth day of May. 1930. remain unpaid; and notice ls hereby given that
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Simmons ot
Description of Property
Interest and Charges
If said taxes with Interest and charges arc not previously paid, so much of the Name of Owner
Not Included
South Warren spent thc weekend
real estate taxed as ls sufficient to pay the amount due therefor. Including Interest MRS. VIRGINIA CALLARY—17', seres of land Value 12000.00. Bound

and charges, will be sold without further notice at public auction at Town House
with Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Simmons,
ed North and 8outh by shore. East by Iand of F. W. Benson, West
In said Town, on the flrst Monday in February. 1931. at nine o'clock A. M.
by land of Duncan Chaplin .................................................................................
79 20
t* MP

Name of Owner

Description of Property

Amount of Tax Due
Including Interest and
Charges

CORELLA WEEKS—Lot. with the buildings thereon, bounded as fol
lows: North by land of George Hurd. East by Charles Clark and
George Hurd. South by Peake. Tibbetts and Jackson. West by
Fred Burpee or owners. Value of land $450. Buildings $300.
Knox Registry. Book 147. Page 439 ..................................................................
HOWARD WALTZ HEIRS OR OWNERS—A lot of about 40 Acres bound
ed as follows: on North by Town Road; East by V. B. Perry. South
by Lewis Arey. West by Peter
Knox ■veg.suy,
Registry. Book
185
«sn Peppicello.
PP
nous iou.

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
ROCKLANO

Osteopathic Physician
Telephone 136

OF

I

VINALHAVEN

statf OF MAINE

DENTAL NOTICE
35 LIMEROCK ST.

WALDOBORO

SlAlEi

W1A1IXE,

38 32 I
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of Vinalhaven. ln the County of
•* I Knox, for the year .930
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners ln the Town of
Vinalhaven aforesaid, for the year 1930. committed to me for collection for said
r
; Town Qn lhe 1Qth day Qf Ju,y ,93() remaln unpald; ,nd notlcc ls hereby glven that
«
»««* wl.th Interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the
real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor. Including Interest
and charges, wlll ba sold without further notice at public auction at Memorial
Hall in said Town, on the flrst Monday ln February. 1931. at nine o’clock A. M.

S

is back ln hls office Ior the winter
and will make appointments each day
from 10 to 2
?30T8tf,

FRANK BEVERAGE.

Collector of Taxes of the Town of North Haven. Maine

TOWN

JOHN J. NEWBORG—A lot bounded as foiiows
follows, ,o
to wit
wit: Beemninr
Beginnlnp at aa
stake and stones at sea shore, thence N 11 deg . W by Moses
Hurd's land one hundred rods to the corner bound ot land of
Oliver Hurd: thence S. 79 deg. W. thirty three rods td^astake
and stones; thence S. 11 deg E. by land set ofl to Eunice
Crockett ninety-eight rods to the shore aforesaid, then easterly
and northerly as the shore runs to the bounds first mentioned
13 83
Value of land $215 ..................................................................................................
HEIRS of AVA 8TAPLES—Bounded on North by Ballyhac Road, East
by Helen Codey; South by Helen Coffey; West by lielrs of Charles
Crowley: Another lot bounded on North by Charles Hanlon
Heirs; South by town road; East by Donald Wiley and west by
Witham Bros. In both lots about 45 Acres. Va'ue $200 ...................
JOHN S. KEMPTON OR MAY V. TRE8COTT—A lot with the buildings
thereon bounded as follows: North by Town Road. East by shore.
South by Farm and Shore Improvement Co.; West by Farm
and Shore Improvement Co. Value of land $750
Buildings
104 34
$1350 .............................................................................................................................
WILLIAM H. ELLIOTT—Lot. with the buildings thereon, bounded as
follows: Beginning on the division line of lot now or formerly
of David Crockett heirs at the Southeast corner of land hereby
conveyed; thence West by South 60 rods to division line of land
formerly occupied by Jonathan Lassell; thence on said division
lint North by West 60 rods, more or less, to Maker's Cove: thence
by the shore of said Cove Northeasterly to land occupied now or
formerly by David Crockett: thence on division line of said land
South by East. 60 rods more or less, to flrst bounds, con
taining 23 acres, more or less. Also another lot bounded as follow.,:
Beginning on the Town Road at corner of land now or formerly
owned by John Foster; thence North 50 deg. East 11 rods; thence N
5 deg. West, 21 rods to stake at high water mark ln the brook:
thence Northwesterly by the brook to the cove; thence Westerly
by the shore to the line of said Foster lot; thence South 5 deg.
West, by the same. 46 rods to the first mentioned bounds,
containing 3 acres more or less. Value of land $175.00
Value
of buildings $100.00 ...............................................................................................
HEIRS OF GEORGE BOGGS—Land bounded on North by E S Moutmery heirs and Mina King;
East by Josephine Blodgett;
uth by said Blodgett and a right of way: West by Haskell and
heirs of Minnie Holman. Value of land $50.00 ........................................
4 00
BANCROFT SCHOOL—Land and buildings Bounded as follows: Begin
ning at southeasterly corner of land of Levi Leadbetter on
Owl's Head Harbor, thence Northerly by said Leadbetter's land
to Owl's Head Bay. thence Northerly-Easterly and Southerly by
the shore to the Northeastern corner of land formerly owned by
William Merriman; thence Westerly by land formerly of said Mer
riman to North westerly corner of said Merriman, thence south
erly by said Merriman's land to Owl's Head Harbor, thence west
erly by said Harbor to place of beginning..
Another lot situated on Ash Island, ln the town of Owl's Head,
being thc middle portion of the northeast half of said Ash Island,
bounded as follows: On thc west by land owned by C. C. Lane:
on the south by land owned by the Penobscot Syndicate; on thc
east by land formerly owned by John L. Donohue and on the
north by the waters of Penobscot Bay. Value of land $4300.
Buildings $6000. (Knox Registry. Book 220. Pace 266) ............................
510 95 1
JOHN T. DIMICK-Land and building thereon bounded as follows:
Beginning at Southwest corner lot No. 84 thence north 84 deg
East 80 ft. thence northerly 70 ft. to stake and stones at
southeast corner lot No. 91. thence westerly 80 it., thence southerly
70 ft. to place of beginning Being lots No. 83 and 84. Value
of land $100. Buildings $900 (Plan O. H. Tripp In 1891 Knox
52 06
Reg.. Book 200. Page 300, ...................................................R? J.’ PHILBROOK.
Dec. 19, 1930.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Owl’s Head Me.
152-S-2

DR. J. H. DAMON

__

Dee. 20. 1930.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Riley and son
Stephen, of Attleboro, Mass., are at
Stephen
A. Jones’ for
the holidays.
lVTiQQ PrfIPP A
Vnrlzrx
j

,

n

i8,

, ss

1 Bessie Reed were in Rockland last
week.
Mrs. “Stella
Butman, who has
been
:
j
. ..
| Jn Round Pond has returned to Mrs.
Nellie Overlock’s where she is to pass
thp winter.
Dr. B. E. Flanders and Mrs. Eliza
Amount of Tax Due beth Flanders of Rockland were in
Name of Owner
Description of Property
Including Interest and town Sundav.
Charges
The Woman's Club will not meet
during the holiday season. Mrs.
JOSEPH TYLER—Land bought of Chelsea Calderwood. Land bounded
Emma T. Potter will be hostess at the
North by land of Mr. Emerson. East by land of C. O. Dyer. South
by Long Cove. South by land of Rebecca Leadbetter heirs. Value
Jan. 6 meeting.
of land $1000 ...........................................................................................................
$56 20
Mrs. Porter Soule was the lucky
DODD BROS. GRANITE CORP. INC —Green’s Island situated at entrance
181 18! winner of the beautiful hooked rug
to Carver s Harbor. Value $3250 including land and buildings .......
made by Mrs. Susan Benner, who also
One half land known as the Elizabeth Crockett Lot located on
the North East Shore of Sands Cove, containing 47,500 square
has another and larger rug on ex
feet more or less. Rectangular in shape, bounded on North
hibition at the library.
by Sands Quarry Lot. East by Harbor Quarry Lot. South by
7 98
A child health conference was hpld
Shore. West by land Ingerson heirs. Value $100 ....................................
Harbor Quarry property so called bound on East by land of E. L.
! in the Baptist vestry Fridav after
Coombs and others. South by town way. West by land of H. W.
noon for children under six years
Fifield. A. B. Arey and others. West by property of Jane E. Hopkins
13 44 of age.
and others. Value $200.00 ...................................................................................
Land known as the Stone Yard Lot. situated on the East side
Wilmot Davis and Mrs. W. H.
of Sand’s Cove, containing four acres, more or less, bounded
J Crowell were in Rockland Saturday.
on North and East by Harbor Quarry Lot. on South by shore
13 44
bocal friends of Mrs. Flora (Eugand Smith’s Point. Value $200.00 ...................................................................
Land known as the Ingerson Lot, located on the Highway lead
J levi Colby were saddened to hear of
ing from Vinalhaven Village to Granite Island, bounded on North
ber death which occurred in Gorham,
by land H. L. Lunt. on East by land of Ora Jones, on South by
Dec. 17. Mrs. Colby was the dauehland of Oscar Nelson, on West by land of Bradford Bray and
others, containing 4 acres more or less. Value $150 ................................
10 72 ter of Frank and Vesta (Moody)
Sands Quarry Wharf, so called. Including buildings located on
29 82 : Eugley and a former resident of this
East side Of Sands Cove. Value $500.00 ........................................................
24 40 town. She was the wife of Walter H.
Sixteen shares Sands’ Quarry property. Value $400.00 ............ .........
Fernald Boarding House so called, on above described land as
Colby wbo with her parents survives
7 98
the Stone Yard Lot. Value of buildings $100.00 ....................................
5 25 her. Interment was made at her for
Compressor Building on same lot. Value $50.00 ........ ..........................
mer home in Gardiner.
Blacksmith Shop on land known as the Elizabeth Crockett Lot.
3 83
Announcement has been made of
Land6 and ^Quarry property known as Wharffs Quarry bounded
the birth of a son, Dec. 16, to Mr.
on North by land of Fred H. Hall and shore of Long Cove. East
and Mrs. Clifford Swenson (Freda
and South by land of Peaslee & Bunker, on West by shore.
29 82 Jacksoni of Waltham. Mass.
Wharf and Power House located at Wharffs Quarry. Value of
Christmas tree exercises with ex
29 82
land $250.00 Value of Building $250.00.
Xk.........
10 72 cellent programs were held at the
Lot of land bought of J. S Black District NoJValue
4 80 Main Street. Kaler’s Corner, and
CHARLES L CARVER -Two shares Sands Quarry PwPjrg- value $50 00
MRS. CHARLOTTE CARVER—Two shares Sands Quarry Property. Value
4 go North Primary schools Fridav after
MRS ’HENRIETTA CARVER PERRINE—Three shares Sands Quarry
noon. The trees were filled with
6 18 lovely gifts and Santa Claus officiatProperty. Value $75.00 ............................................................ ............ ............ .
MRS MARY D. CHAFFEE—Land bounded on North and East by land
‘ ed. although the old gentleman
of J. Murray Howe, on South by land of C. L. Calderwood.
39 38 needed an aeroplane to make his
West by shore of Thoroughfare. Value $675.00 ........................................
trips as the exercises were held at
FREDERICK CONVERSE—Land bounded on North by George Aggaslx.
East by shore of Polly Cove. South by land of Tucker Daland.
practically the same hour. The
54
15
West by land of George A. Strong. Value $950.00 .................... .............
schools have a vacation of one week.
LIBBY & BURCHELL FISHERIES CO.. INC.—Land and buildings known
A Lions Club has been organized
as the Fish Wharf, situated east side of "Carvers Harbor, con
sisting of Fish plant. Cold storage. Glue Factory. Smoke House,
bv G. T. Sturtevant of Portland with
x Coal Shed. Salt House and other buildings, including Wharves.
the first meeting of the organization
Permanent and Installed Machinery. Land bounded on North
held Friday evening at Stahl's
by land of Mrs. H. W. Smith estate. East by land of Mrs. H. W.
Smith estate. Mrs M W. Chilles. Llewellyn Smith and others.
Tavern, preceded bv a supper. Eleven
South by land of Charles E. Young, and land of J. Leopold Co.
members were enrolled with W. C.
Inc . West by Carver's Harbor. Value of land $7,500.00. Value of
buildings $12,500.00 ...........................
.............................. . ........................
1.0'8 »•> Flint, temporary president and RoyMack, temporary secretary.
GEORGE B. SMITH ESTATE—Land and building. Land bounded on
North bv Pond Street. East by land of Laverne Gross, South by
same. West by Winifred Murch. Value of land $50 00. Value of
buildings $475.00 ..................... 7T"';'.'T.'........... i.................... ...............
MRS LOUISE WAREHAM—Land and buildings. Land bounded on North
by East Main Street. East by land of Mrs. Frank Bogren. South
by land of I. W. and H. W Flfleld. West by land ol Mrs. F. L.
Littlefield. Value of land $200.00 Value of buildings $1,500.00 .......
C. E. BOMAN.
Dec. 19. 1930
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Vinalhaven

31 18

SOLD AT THE

,

LOG CABIN
SINCLAIR PRODUCTS
PARK STREET
ROCKLAND

United Motor Fuel Corporation
, and secretary was a pleasing feature.
I The Grange presented Mr. and Mrs.
' Kenneth Mills with a handsome reed
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ingerson rocker. They were very much surspent Sunday with her sister, Mrs. i prised and also pleased. The gift
Walter Rackliff.
: was in appreciation of the fine work
Mrs. Gertie Dolonick is visiting j done by Mr. Mills on the interior of
relatives in this place.
, the hall.
Addie Townsena nas returned to
Miss Alice Woodman and Lloyd
her home after a week's visit with Whitmore were supper guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank W. Sampson Sunday.
her aunt, Mrs. Edgar Rackliff.
* • . •
Murray Stone is in Camden to
spend Christmas with his family.
School Exercises
There will be a dance Dec. 23 ln
The Wheeler's Bay school closed
Dec. 13 for two weeks' vacation after Calderwood's hall; music by the
a successful term taught by Mrs. Fakers.
Christmas tree at Northeast schoolAnne Bragdon. The following pro
gram was given after which the chil house Dec. 25 and one at the village
dren enjoyed a Christmas tree, with church Dec. 24.
The truck and compressor of the
Santa Claus present distributing gifts
to all. Recitations, Welcome. Harold 1 C. DI Balse Co.. Portland, left today
Rackliff; Proved At Last, Richard on a schooner to Rockland enroute to
Dennison; Gifts and Needs, Donald Portland.
Rein; Secrets. Dorothy Richardson;
The Christmas trees are springing
Thc Anxious One, Donald Dennison; up fast. Three appeared at the Wayexercise, Chrsitmas Tree Elves, seven side Service Station Sunday. It is a
pupils; recitations. Useful Things and very pretty improvement for the holi
Clothes, Oiva Rein; If I Had Been a day season.
Shepherd Boy, Alfred Dennison;
monologue, Several Complaints, Ethel
Eliza F. Crockett
Rackliff; recitations, Envy, Oliva
Kangas; Christmas Gifts, Herbert
Eliza F. Crockett, 85, died Wed
Rackliff; exercise. What Makes a nesday night at the home of her
Merry Christmas, four pupils; recita niece Mrs. Bickford in Camden. Mrs.
tions. Maynard's Stockings, Maynard Crockett was born in Deer Isle .Sept.
Rackliff; A Reason, John Richardson; 10, 1845. For a time she lived at
Nice Grandpa, Harold Rackliff; Winterport where she did work as
acrostic, First and Second Grades; a tailoress, having fitted herself for
recitation, In Closing. Doris Denni that vocation. Tlie most of her life
son.
however had been spent in North
Thc following pupils were neither Haven, and the last few years her
absent or tardy: Ethel Rackliff. Dor home was with her daughter Mrs.
153-T-3
othy Richardson,
Alfred Dennison, Jennie Stone, whose care has been
Richard Dennison. Donald Dennison, constant Early in the fall Mrs.
and Harold Rackliff. Donald Rein Crockett went to visit with a fa
vorite niece in Camden where illness
was absent but one day.
due to age developed and death came.
The remains were brought to North
NORTH HAVEN
Haven Friday morning. Mrs. Crock
ett was a member of the Baptist
Phyllis Duncan, Marjorie Huse. Church and funeral services were
Clara Waterman and Parker Stone, held there Saturday morning, con
Jr., are home for the holidays.
ducted by the pastor, Rev. Henry
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mills werc F. Huse. Burial was in the Sea
guests at supper Saturday with Mr. View cemetery. Mrs. Crockett is
and Mrs. Frank Sampson.
survived by her daughter Mrs. Jennie
There was a good attendance at Stone, a sister Mrs. Mary Wooster
the Grange Saturday night, 43 being and a brother Byron Greenlaw both
present. A fine clam chowder given of Belfast. Two sons died many
to the Grange by the worthy master years ago.
WHEELER’S BAV

A MODIFIED VERDICT

Deer Isle Man Indicted For .Assault
With Intent To Kill.—Simple As
sault, Jury Says.

“Simple assault,” was the jury's
verdict in the case of Nelson O.
Smith of Deer Isle who had been in
dicted by the Hancock County grand
jury for assault with intent to kill.
Smith and his wife, of the same age
(73) live near a ferry, where he per
mits public parking on his land. In
September, four young men parked a
car and according to Smith, were
making a disturbance by loud talk
and firing revolvers. Smith ordered
them off but he says they wouldn't
go, whereupon he procured a shot
gun. He claims that he aimed it high
over their heads and fired, intending
only to scare them. One shot struck
Guy Beam ln the neck, making a
slight wound.

(HljriBtinaa (Sift
&uprrntp — A
,

Stromber^-Carlson
The tonal excellence—the uneuroagaed beauty of ita cabinet
—the superb mechanical con
struction of a Stromher^-Carlson
all combine to make it the gift
supreme. A gift that brings last
ing satisfaction to the entire
family.
Thc No. 11 Convertible Con
sole (illustrated) is a fine ex
ample of the slogan, **There Ts
Nothing Finer Than A Stromherg-( Carlson." It is convertible
into a Radio-Phonograph for the
reproduction of records elec
trically, simply hy installing in
space already provided, the No.
1 Phonograph Panel Assembly
(extra).
No larger than an
ordinary receiver. Employs 7
tubes, 4 of them Screen Grid.
Walnut finish.
Price, less tubes... .........

£285

T/*arn about the easy pur
chase terms on this remarkable
receiver.

Phone for a free demonstration.
Li$r«n tn thn Stmmb^rs-Carlton
Hour Monday Evnin/i ovnr
tho N.B.C. Blua Network.

w?

Washington statistics show that
deaths from alcohol are decreasing.
Does this mean that Prohibition is
94 10 growing in favor or that bootleg
I liquor is improving ln quality?—Phtli53-T-3 adelphia Evening Public Ledger.

SHAPIRO BROS.
53 TILLSON AVE.
ROCKLAND
Trt. IDfifl-M
152-153
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THOMASTON
Henry Knox Chapter, R.A.M., will
j have a special convocation Friday
evening, Dec. 26. There will be work
s in past master degree upon a class
of five candidates. Visitors are ex£ pected to be present from Rockland,
g Light refreshments after the cere5 mony.
£ Reuben Snow, recent commissary , J
H at the State Prison, has removed his
X household goods to Gardiner,
NOW FORMING
g The funeral of Mrs. Ellie Stover,
S widow of Sewall A. Rich, was held
§ Saturday afternoon at Morse’s Corner. Mrs. Rich died Dec. 17. She
at
ri was the daughter of G. A. Simmons
;'S of Warren and Celista A. M. Whitney t
<5 of Morrill. Rev. H. L. Leach of the i
§ Federated Church officiated. The
4 bearers were Charles Jones, Randall
« Jones, Carl Staples and James
*! Cochrane. Burial was in Aehorn
s5 - cemetery, Rockland. She leaves a |
•'5I daughter Miss Effie Richards of !
‘J j Thomaston and granddaughter Al- I
fiI tena Thompson of Rockland,
THOMASTON, MAINE
g Frank McNeil of Sailors’ Snug
4 Harbor. Staten Island. N. I„ spent
fi a few days at home last week.
2
144-tf
Js2 Miss Mary Carter arrived home
i«3»>,Si$iSi5iaS.SiS,a3i2i^.2)S»»;*SiJiSi5)aaa».2iaSiS.&S,Si2.i.&2.3i&SiSi3t>9tS>2i5i^iSi Friday from University of Maine for
the vacation.
Mrs. Nellie Starrett arrived Mon
day from Geneseo, N. Y„ to be the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Starrett
I
over Christmas.

For Sale
(

Join Our 1931

CHRISTMAS CASH CLUB

THE THOMASTON

NATIONAL

BANK

CHRISTMAS CANDIES f

S

g

!
I
:

&

W& GUARANTEE DELIVERY FOR CHRISTMAS
To those whose shopping activities are delayed, we offer a certainteed service for Christmas. Our floors
contain hundreds of Ideal Christmas Gifts

GIFTS FOR EVERY MEMBER OF THE FAMILY

CEDAR CHESTS, SEWING CABINETS, SMOKING SETS, OCCASIONAL TABLES, LAMPS, DOLLS,
OCCASIONAL CHAIRS, SPINNET DESKS, DAY BEDS, LIVING ROOM SUITES, DINING ROOM
SUITES, BEDROOM SUITES, RUGS, LINOLEUMS, PHONOGRAPHS

!
I

|

We Will Give You Complete Delivery Service

We Offer Easy Payment Terms When Desired

i

I
Orrin Woodcock and sister Miss
:
AT
« Mina Woodcock were guests Sunday
of Mrs. C. H. Washburn.
Alfred Strout arrived home Mon
day from Harvard Law’ School for
the vacation.
Telephone 890
31 3-319 Main Street
Rockland, Me.
Miss Virginia Brasier who had em
ployment in Rockland during the
summer is at home for an indefinite
stay.
x
Miss Blanche Henry, Miss Jane
Barry and Stephen Barry are at
home from University of Maine.
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
Mrs. A. K. Hamilton who has been plished violinist, Miss Bertha Luce.
Bryant, returned Saturday to their birthday anniversary of the only cottages for sale and rent, attractive
UNION
visiting her sister Mrs. Robert F. In her Christmas reading Mrs. Edith
honorary member of the Corps, prices, ideal loactlons. tea houses, and
home
at
Newark,
N.
J.
Miss Augusta Roakes has received
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
Pillsbury, in South Weymouth, Kilborn held the close attention of
A beautiful large Christmas tree Comrade Allen J. Boggs of South
________________ _________ 146-tf
Mass., has returnefl to the home of the audience. The singing of the the sad news of the death of her adorned with many colored lights, Hope and it was voted to send him
FOR SALE—Geese, live or dressed. B.
sister Hattie, wife of George Seavey
her daughter. Mrs. Oliver B. Hahn.
cantata, “The Story of Bethlehem,” of Dover, N. H. Miss Rokes has the occupies a conspicuous place near a token of remembrance. Mrs. S. GEYER, South Cushing P. O. Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Leighton who was highly praiseworthy , and
145-153
the band stand on the Common and Sophia H. Shepherd closed her 20 188*4
have been in Lewiston and Portland the entire program was carried out sj mpathy of every one as she is left is being very much enjoyed and years in succession as corresponding FOR SALE—Gas range with oven,
with
no
near
living
relatives.
broiler and 4 burners. Used very little.
have returned and have their daugh successfully reflecting much credit
Friends of Mrs. Izora Gleason were highly spoken of by both old and secretary.
Tel. 183-R. 64 SUMMER ST.
138*tf
ter Miss Janet Leighton home for the upon those who labored so long and
young.
pained
to
hear
of
her
death
Satur

UP
FOR SALE—Two electric motors. 7>/a
holiday vacation.
diligently in its production.
h. p. and 2 h. p., in good shape; also
Mrs. Lila Burrill has returned to
Capt. Ear! Starrett has returned
Miss Elizabeth McCoy of Chicago day. Mrs. Gleason had been in
standard computing scales. W. F. TIB
BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
from Bucksport where he carried a is due to arrive home to spend feeble health for a long time but only her home in New York city after a
three weeks' visit with her mother Advertisements ln this column not to
146-tf
cargo of cement from the plant of Christmas with her mother and until recently confined to her bed.
Mrs.
Estelle
Perry
is
in
town
called
Mrs.
Lulie Ufford.
exceed three lines inserted once for 25
the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.
sister.
by
the
death
of
her
sister-in-law
Cooper
Relief
Corps
selected
these
cents, 3 times for 50 cents. Additional
To Let
Mrs. A. J. Elliot and Miss Jane
Through the kindness of the aux
5 cents each for one time, 10 cents
officers Dec. 6: Mrs. Aubigne Hawes, lines
Miller motored to Vassalboro Friday iliary of the American Legion, supple Mrs. Gleason.
for three times. Six words make a line.
TO
LET
—
Garage
or storage $5 per
Mrs. EtSel Griffin has returned president; Mrs. Rose Stewart, vice
to bring Miss Barbara Elliot, who is mented by two personal checks irom
month. V. F. STUDLEY. dy Park St.
Tel. 1080.
_______ _____________ 153-tf
a student at Oak Grove Seminary, members, the Beta Alpha Club are from a visit with her brother Dr. president; Mrs. Stella Selliger, chap
Lost and Found
Ufford at Auburndale, Mass. lain; Mrs. Sophia Shepard, secre
TO LET—Nice new modern 5-room
home for the vacation.
able to enlarge theft usual Christmas Eugene
Mrs. Eva Sayward and Mrs. Lydia tary; Mrs. Lizzie Hawes, treasurer;
LOST—Billfold in Rockland Dec £ furnished house with bath, shower, and
Miss Edith Wilson is spending her work. Acknowledgment is also made
piano.
Als4 5-roOm house, unfurnished.
Was
rawhide,
laced
edge,
containing
Mrs. Orrie Moore, conductor; Mrs.
Christmas vacation from teaching of the receipt of toys, books and Leighr were in Rockland Friday.
money and Legion card of Frank De- Sunny locations. H. H. STOVER. Ill
The
annual
children's
concert
at
'
Hattie
Leach,
guard;
Mrs.
Maud
Limerock
St. Tel. 1201. or shown by
Rocher,
15
Gold
St..
Waterville.
Reward
school in Malden, Mass., at her home clothing for distribution.
the M. E. Church Sunday evening Calderwood, past president. Dele
finder if returned to MR. DeROCHER MRS. McCABE at 55 Broadway, rear.
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Leighton were was largely attended and the audi gates to "7 -vention—Mrs. Sophia to
or to The Courier-Gazette.
152-154 _____________________ *______________ 152-154
John Creighton came over from visitors in Lewiston and Portland last
TO LET—Two room furnished apart
LOST—Female. ’ rabbit hound, seven
Bowdoin College Saturday and Miss week. Miss Janet Leighton is now ence listened to one of the finest con Shepard. I~.ss Cora Hawes, Miss months
Answers to the name ment. modern conveniences, also rooms
certs for many a day. The children Edith Hawes. Mrs. Jennie Ripley; Anah.” old.
Katherine Creighton from Boston their guest at the Knox Hotel.
Reward offered. B. J. CRIT by day or week. Apply 2 WILLOW ST.
all took their parts exceptionally well alternates: Mrs. Laura Daniels. Mrs.
151*153 __________________________ _ _______ 152*154
the same day, for the vacation.
Mrs. Lee Walker and son Douglas and showed careful training, and Mercia Robbins, Mrs. Gertrude Rob TENDEN. Thomaston.
TO LET—Six room house. 146 Lime
LOST—Dec. 14 on North Main St.. 1930
Miss Frances Crute was in town have opened their house on Knox the
gave good selections. A bins, Miss Mary Hawes. It was voted R. H. S. school ring. Initials W. I. S. rock St. Furnace, electric lights, flush
Saturday enroute to her home in street and it is reported that Mr. very choir
closet.
No children. TEL. 819-W.
contribution was re- to invite Libby Corps to visit our Tel. 502-M. WILLIS SULLIVAN.
Cushing from teaching in Winsted, Walker is to come home from the ' ceivedgenerous
151*153 ______________________________ 148-tf
for
the
Deaconess
Hospital,
Corps
at
the
regular
meeting
Jan.
3
Conn., to spend her vacation with hospital.
TO LET—One 6-room and one 7-room
Boston.
if pleasant; if not the following Sat
rent, at 17 Warren St.; also 7-room house
her mother.
Mrs. Esther Wheeler has left for
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Yost
and
little
urday
at
a
special
meeting,
and
in

ht
6 Knox St. All pleasantly located ln
Wanted
• • • •
Akron, Ohio, to visit her sister, Mrs. daughter Ruth, who have been stall our officers, the visitors to be
good neighborhood, newly repaired, and
WANTED—First class repair man for moderately priced. Apply to MILDRED
Helen
Prescott.
She
will
be
joined
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cotton ac
boarding with Mr. and Mrs. W. J. guests at dinner. Dec. 6 was the 91st o-trmnh,le= at PARK STREET SERVICE OXTON CRIE. 12 Warren St. or Tel.
STATION Rockland.______________ 153-155 577._______________ __________________ 143-tf
companied by Miss Helen Carr and in Boston by her sister. Miss Emily
Young
of
Norton
Heights,
Conn.,
Mrs. Eva Marsh will motor to Port
WANTED—Capable girl for general
TO LET—Three room furnished apart
who
will
accompany
her.
These
housework. MRS. BOWDEN. 11 Birch ment on Orient St. NELSON B. COBB,
land tomorrow where they will spend
St.
152*154 Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
ladles
are
daughters
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
141-tf
Christmas with relatives.
WANTED—Work by day or hour in ■
TO LET—Eight-room house, all mod
Simon Hahn of Cambridge. Mass., Harry Young of Georges street.
restaurant or home; experienced wait ern Improvements at 14 Shaw Ave. In
Richard
E.
Dunn.
Edward
O
’
B.
and Miss Frances Hahn of Malden
ress. Will aiso do cleaning. Call at 6 quire 10 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 787.
Willow St. F. G. S.__________
1.52*154
will spend the holiday with their Burgess and Maynard Wentworth,
________________ 136-tf
members
of
Arcana
Lodge,
of
Thom

father, Roland Hahn. The former
WANTED—Experienced salesman, not
TO LET—6-room tenement on Suring
Are the Best
aston,
were
among
the
1200
Knights
over 40 years of age. not afraid of hard street, electrli! lights, gas. flush closet.
returns next day, but Miss Hahn will
work, to sell nationally advertised line MRS. JOSEPH. DONDIS, 69 Beech St. Tel.
A remain during the vacation period of of Pythias who accepted the invita
of quality canned food products, ln 42~w-_______________________________ 146-tf
tion of Peter Woodland Lodge of
Washington and Knox Counties on a
toe Malden High School.
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
commission basis. Reply L. M. L., care
Capt. James E. Creighton went to Lynn to meet with them last Friday.
The Courier-Gazette, stating experience and garage, North Main St. ROBERT U.
Frank Ham of Augusta, collector
Boston Monday and is returning to
COLLINS.
375 Main St. Tel. 77.
146-tf
and qualifications.
152-153
day with Mrs. George Creighton and of internal revenue for the District of
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
WANTED—16-in. barrel heads. 29-ln.
55 sons Jimmie and Billie who will join i Maine, accompanied by Mrs. Ham.
staves, quantities, must be exceptional MRS W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St.
.
.
....
.
Afilzxe T-Tarri ond Yfrc w’rnnprirlr .lock'values.
HARMON.
Rockland.
Tel. Tel. 874-W._________ ________________ 146-tf
the husband and father who is Miles Ham and Mrs. Frederick Jack611-W.
151*153
son 'Doris Hann called on friends
TO LET—Five room furnished apart.
spendng his vacation here.
WANTED—Position as housekeeper or All modern improvements. Inquire at
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Bragdon in town Monday.
146-tf
companion TEL. 1158-W.
151-tf 12 ELM ST._____________________
who have been visiting in the home
WANTED—To buy house lot ln Rock
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block.
bP ii?
of her father. William Gillchrest, left
not less than 75x125. RAYMOND Apply to B. B SMITH, Thorndike & Hix
81 STATIONS land
146-tf
PIERCE. Lincolnville. Me.
151*153 Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
Monday night fcr Franklin.
ROCKFORT
Mrs. Ella Flye who has been work
WANTED—Old Books: Maggie a Girl
WHEN IN NEW YORK—You can buy
of the Street. 1893; Tanshawe, 1328; copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Miss Gudrun Heistad was hostess
ing in Dark Harbor for several weeks
Hiawatha. 1855; Moby Dick. 1851; Omoo, home news, at Hotaling’s agency. 308
has returned to her home in Thomas Wednesday evening to the club of
IN
ONE
NI6HTI
1847; Snowbound. 1866; Leaves of Grass. West 40th St.
WE ARE OFFERING THE BEST AT NEW LOW £ ton.
which she is a member, with the gen
1855; also other old books; also Currier
&
Ives pictures. BOX 208, Rockland,
Christmas services at the Baptist tlemen as special guests. Music and
PRICES!
fa
Me.___________ .____________________ 150*155
Church were well attended. The cards were engaged in and a dainty
WANTED—Long haired shaggy kit
music of the morning, with Mrs. Amy lnnch was served. Those present
tens. JOHN S. RANLETT. Rockville. Me.
Tripp at the organ, was well ren were Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nash. Mr.
Tel. 352-14.________________________ 150*155
dered and very favorably commented and Mrs. Harold Buzzell, Miss Doris
WANTED—Washing and Ironing called
CONFECTIONERS
-•
*r2 upon. The program of the evening Ballard, Harold Graffam, Maynard
for and delivered.
MRS. GERTRUDE
fo®
COTTON,
16 Kelly lane. Tel. 522-W.
drew together a large audience. Miss Graffam, Mr. and Mrs. Gifford Cal
144-155
Alcada Hall presided at the organ derwood and Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Rockland, Maine
If you have been waiting for
and as usual her work was very ef Cross of Rockland.
prices to reach bottom—come now
Douglas Davis has been spending a
fective. The quartet was favored in
Miscellaneous
for ours are already there!
\having the service of the accom- few days at the home of his grand
PATCHWORK—Beautiful dress percale ; Tremendous Reductions on these
mother, Mrs. Sanford Hyler, in
clippings. (7 lbs., $1), fancy shirting; greatest values ever offered. Come
Thomaston.
pieces 14 lbs.. $1).
Sent postpaid. i
LAWSON TEXTILE CO., 9 Aster St.. 1 in—nose around and you will see
Mrs. Mabel Withee with Mrs. Inez
a lot. It will give you an idea
Providen
ce.
R.
I.
151*153
Crosby pf Camden motored to Boothof the unbelievable value offered
\\
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
bay Harbor Sunday to spend the day
and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEhere. We have a fine selection of
with Rev. and Mrs. G. Lou Pressey.
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010,______________ 146-tf
Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and
The John Thomas house on Me
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
Special Stoves, in fact everything
chanic street recently purchased by
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St ,
Moll orders solicited. H. C. RHODES. 1 to make a home. We also carry
Mrs. Edward W. Bok, is being demol
7
Tel. 519-J. ________________________ 146-tf
a complete line of Store and
A copy of that 18 months bond, and what a
ished as a part of the development
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy j Office Furniture.
plan on the eastern side of Rockport
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the I
harbor.
guarantee of satisfaction it is!
ROCKLAND
home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con- I
Miss Mabel Wall is home from
gress St.; or Ross News-stand, 381',2 Con
gress
St.
FURNITURE
CO.
Massachuseetts to spend the school
Formerly occupied by Rockland
vacation with her parents, Capt. and
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE SECURITY
Produce Co.
Mrs. S. H. Wall.
TRUST COMPANY
Telephone 427-R
William Ingraham. Dc-lmont Bal
The annual meeting of the stockhold
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
lard and Emil Erickson arrived home
ers of the Security Trust Company will
Pennsylvania Gold Standard Insurance Warranty
be held at Its banking rooms at Rock
'
llOSTtf
Friday from University of Maine for
land. Maine, on Tuesday. January 13,
the Christmas recess.
1931. at 10 o’clock a. m„ for the choice
The Pennsylvania Gold Standard Balloon Tire ranty will either repair this tire for the first 18
Myron Parker of Searsport who has
of a Board of Directors and an Executive
MICKIE SAYS—
Committee for the ensuing year, and for
been guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
purchased under this warranty is guaranteed while months following purchase or furnish a new tire,
; the transaction of such business as may
Lass
Ryder
for
a
few
days,
returned
home
if
a
new
tire
is
required,
legally come before them.
used by the original pur
TUBBS
Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Byron Ryder
J. C. PERRY, Clerk.
at a price based on the
OAJ<2£ UPOM A TIME A
chaser on a passenger
Sold Complete With Tubes—$112.50
Rockland. Me., Dec. 15. 1930.
of
Rockland
were
aso
Sunday
guests
j
___
______________
150-T-3
QUALITY
GUARANTEED
FOR
LIFE
service
rendered
as
pro

BUSINESS 4AAU COULD WEAR
car in ordinary service
at the Ryder home.
A $IO SUIT AMD A RUBBEREvery pneumatic tiie of our manufacture bearvided in replacement
THE GEORGES NATIONAL BANK
Miss Hazel Lane arrived today from
for eighteen months
ins our name and our serial number is warrant
GOLLA R, ANO PRIUT HIS
THIS
AMAZING
NEW
The
annual
meeting
of
the
StockhoidLawrence.
Mass.,
to
spend
the
holi

schedule
on
file
with
ed
by
us
against
defects
in
material
and
work

from date of purchase
OW/J STATIONERY WlfM A
1 ers of The Georges National Bank of
manship during the life of Ihe tire to tlie extent
days
with
her
parents,
Capt.
and
him. The user agrees
Thomaston will be held at the banking
against Accidents, Blow
that it any lire fails because of such defect,
RUBBER STAMP» ANO DO
Mrs. George Lane.
rooms of said bank on Tuesday. January
we will cither repair the tire or make a reason
to give this tire reasonA good Business without
Outs. Bruises, Cuts.
13. 1931 at 10 o'clock, a. m„ for the pur”
Christmas pageants were presented
able allowance on the purchase of a new tire.
EVER. ADVERTISING IN HIS
pose of fixing thc number and electing
__________________
able care, to refrain
Misalignment of Wheels
at both the Baptist and Methodist
a board of Directors for the ensuing
HOME NEWSPAPER.^ THEM
fro|ji
willfully
injuring
Churches
Sunday
evening
before
j
year,
and
of
transacting
any
other
busi

Underinflation,
Rim
RAYS HAVE GOklE FOREVER /
ness that may legally come before them
large audiences and the exercises by
Cuts or any other similar causes. The Pennsyl it, and call on this dealer at least once every sixty
Per order,
the young people we^e much enjoyed.
L. S. LEVENSALER, Cashier
vania Dealer whose name appears on this war- days to permit inspection of this tire.
The very attractive Christmas tree
Thomaston. Maine. Dec. 6. 1930.
which is located in front of the Hotel
I ______________ _____________________ 147-T-3
Customer
Rockport was erected and decorated
Serial No........... i......................................................
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
w
by Roland F. Crockett.
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
..2.
The annual meeting of the stockhold
Address
ers of the Thomaston National Bank for
Now—this coast-txoast Majestic radio sensa
Size .............. ...........................................................
fe?

STONINGTON FURNITURE

1

CHISHOLM’S

RIBBON CANDY’
Two-Pound Boxes, 34c
CUT ROCK CANDY
Pound, 15c; 2 pounds, 29c
HARD CANDIES
5-pound Boxes, 95c
ASSORTED CHOCOLATES
29c Pound
CANDY CANES
5c, 10c, 15c
NEW WALNUTS
27c Pound
SALTED PECANS
98c Pound
JUMBO PEANUTS
30c Pound
CALIFORNIA ORANGES

tiP
In Everybody's Column

What

21c, 43c, 60c Dozen
RED EMPEROR GRAPES
3 Pounds 28c
GRAPEFRUIT
5 for 25c

CHISHOLM’S

&

i

FOR SALE—Frost fish delivered any
where in Rockland. CALL 441-M. 153-tf
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds,
also some nice hound pups. Now is the
time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL. Glencove. Me. Tel. 256-4________________ 153-tf
FOR 8ALE>—Three rabbit hounds, all
running, at a bargain, also two fine fox
terriers. DR. SHERMAN. Rockland. Tel.
598-W._____________________________ 153-155
FOR SALE—For Christmas 4 male
Esquimo (Sajanode) puppies, also toy
poodles. YORK'S KENNELS. Ill Pleas
ant St.. Rockland. Me. Tel. 293-W.
____________________________________152-154
FOR SALE—Wood, fitted and under
cover. $14 per cord. TEL. Thomaston
122-2._______________________________ 148-tf
FOR SALE—Live geese feather pillows.
Prices right. Call at 10 RANKIN ST..
Rockland.
151*153
FOR SALE Village farm $’l2C0^ Most
wonderful buy cn State road: 3 minutes
to stores, grammar and high schools,
postoffiee, churcl.es, etc. Good 7-room
house, running water. phone; large barn,
hennery, shed; 40 a. land, 15 machine
worked tillage. 20 pasture. 5 wood; 75
bearing apple trees; 200 ft. to fine boat
ing. bathing and fishing. Administra
tor’s sale; hence, low price. J. D. PEASE.
Hope, Me._________________________ 151-153
FOR SALE—Cabinet Heater stove with
or without oil burner.
ALBERT J.
SMALLEY, St. George. Me.________ 151*153
FOR SALE—Five tons good hay. $10
per ton; one electric separator, nearly
new. low price. M. R. MILLER. East
Unlop. Me.____________________
151*153
FOR SALE—Chevrolet sedan. 1929".
Perfect condition.
Driven less than
10.000 miles. 73 ELM ST.. Camden. Tel.
2107.____________________ __________ 151*156
FOR SALE—Chest of tools, of all
kinds, to be sold by lot or piece. White
porcelain bath tub and lavatory, six
windows right to enclose porch or for
henhouse. MRS. HELENA A. TAYLOR.
237 Maverick St. Tel. 357-W.
151*153
FOR SALE—Live minnows for ice fish
ing. Call NYE’S GARAGE. 515 Main St.
Tel- 585.________
151*153
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
tions in Rockland. A large list of sum
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
estate. Come and talk over my list If
you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS.
375 Main St. Tel. 77.
146-tf
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10; fitted
wood, $14; junks. $12; soft wood funks,
$8 cord. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13,
Rockland._________
159.5

|
A

CLEARANCE SALE
2nd-Hand Furniture

HERE IT IS!

superheterodi

Dealer

Date of Purchase

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We Want Your •

Effective January 1

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
TELEPHONE 1250

ROCKLAND

LIVE POULTRY

And Will Pay Highest Market
Price
Call or write and trucks will call.
COHEN BROS.
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
WARREN, ME.
Telephone Warren 2-3
Reference: Any poultry r isrr
109-tf

tion, with performance you can’t duplicate.
Screen grid power—superheterodyne selectiv
ity—and superb Colorful Tone combined for
the first time in one radio. More wallop—power
—punch than you ever heard in radio before—
and it costs far less than any other superhetero
dyne on thc market! Let us demonstrate it—
today —or arrange for free home trial.

choice of directors, and such other buslI ness as may legally come before them.
1 will be held at their banking rooms on
Tuesday. January 13. 1931, at 1.30 o'clock
p. m.
Per order.
J. WALTER STROUT. Cashier.
Thomaston, Me., Dec. 9, 1930.
_______________________
147-T-3

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE NORTH
NATIONAL BANK
Notice is hereby given that the annual
meeting of the Stockholders of the
North National Bank will be held at Its
banking rooms on Tuesday, January 13
1931, at 10 o'clock a. m. to fix the num
ber of and elect a Board of Directors
for the ensuing year, and to transact
such other business as may properly
Telephone 721
come before the meting.
Per order.
585-7 Main Sreet
Rockland, Maine
_ ,,
.
E. F. BERRY. Cashier.
- >j^»65*s9i»^i^a2i»^jw»ts.asssi3ift3jisoisiai5i3tsa4sts«*>aasajaai
Rockland, Me., Dec. 15, 1930.
150-T-3

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
ELECTRICIANS

liooK

Io

i
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Every-Other-Day

TEMPORARY CHANGE
IN FREIGHT SCHEDULE

EASTERN
steamship lines

PARISIAN BEAUTY
SALON
Complete Beauty System
Frederick's Vita
Tonic
Permanent Waving and Rewaving
C7 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND
150tf
■
’

HOTEL ROCKLAND

i

Steamer CORNISH will make regular
sailings for Boston, freight only, leav- I
ing Rockland for Boston Wednesdays
and Saturdays, at about 5.45 P. M.;
leaves Rockland for Bangor and in
termediate landings Tuesdays and
Fridays at about 5.30 A. M.
During the holiday weeks the steamer
WESTPORT, freight and passengers,
leaves Rockland for Bar Harbor and
intermediate landings Tuesdays and
Saturdays at 7.30 A. M. For Brooklin
and intermediate landings on Mon
days and Fridays at 7.30 A. M. instead
of the usual sailings for Bar Harbor
on Tuesdays and Fridays and for
Brooklin on Mondays and Thursdays.
Effective week of January 4 regular
schedule will be resumed
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Christmas Dinner—Dec. 25, 1930
Fruit Cocktail

Consomme, Clear
Miss Mary Nicholson of Boston is
the guest of Mrs. Patrick Sanfey of
Thomaston and Mrs. John Chisholm
of this city. Friday afternoon Miss
Nicholson was guest of honor at a
TELEPHONE................................. 770 or 794-W
delightful tea given at the home of
Mrs. A, P. Heald, Main street, Thom
The Tuesday Sewing Club was en aston.
tertained at luncheon at the home of
i* MF
Mrs. J. F. Burgess Sunday evening,
Mrs. E, G. Carver of Vinalhaven
a Christmas tree was the center of was in the city Friday to meet her
attraction.
daughter, Miss Celeste Carver, who
is a student at Bates College, return
I* MP
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Collett and ing home for the holiday recess.
Mrs. Harry Clay of Bangor were
MP MF
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. L.
Charles Gould of New York is the
E. Blackington, Masonic street.
guest of his parents, Judge and Mrs.
E. K. Gould, Masonic street, for the
MP MP
Mrs. J. O. Stevens,. Mrs. Olive Syl holiday season.
vester. Mrs. Marguerite Brewer, Mrs.
MP iS
Evie Perry and Mrs. Fred Aehorn
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Moody, Frank
carried off the honors at the bridge lin street, entertained the Fridav
party under the auspices of the BPW Night Club at luncheon and cards,
Club Thursday evening. Mrs. M. F. with honors falling to Mrs. Henry
Dick was hostess.
Jordan and Dr. Perley Damon.
In addition to personal notes regarding
departures ond arrivals, this department
especially desires Information of social
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes
sent bv mall or telephone will be gladly
received.

iS iS

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Harbach and
children Joan and Howard of Bangor
I are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
Young and Mrs. Isabel Twaddell for
I the week.

iS IS
Mrs. E. M. Smalley who has been
at thc Pondville Hospital, Wrentham,
Mass., for surgical treatment, is with
her daughter Mrs. Charles Fales,
Maverick street, for the winter.

Cream of Asparagus Soup

FULLER - COBB - DAVIS

Sweet Mixed Pickles
Watermelon Pickles
Queen Olives

Broiled Penobscot River Salmon, Parisian Potatoes, Parsley Butter

Boiled Virginia Ham. Frenci Spinach
Braised Fillet of Beef. Mushroom Sauce
Peach Fritters, Caramel Sauce

GIRLS’ DRESSES

Roast Vermont Turkey, Giblet Gravy, Grandmother's Dressing
Cranberry Sauce
Roast Native Duckling, Currant Jelly

7 to 14 year sizes

Boiled Potatoes
Hubbard Squash
Boston Market Celery

Mashed Potatoes
Buttered .Brown Onions
Hot House Tomatoes

Fresh Lobster Salad. Mayonnaise

and Velveteen Dresses enables us

Cream of Tartar Biscuits

Hot Rolls
Green Apple Pie
Home Made Mince Pie

Molasses Apple Pie
Pumpkin Pie

Christmas Plum Pudding, Hard Sauce
Oranges

Frozen Pudding

Tea

Mixed Nuts
Coffee
Postum

A special purchase of Girls’ Wool

to offer for the short period before
Christmas these dresses at the low
price of .

Assorted Cake

Milk

PRICE $1.58 PER PLATE
Dining Room Open From 12 to 2, and 6 to 7.30

Raisins

2.95 and 3.95

values to 6.50
Velveteens, 7 to 10 sizes

The Jolly Six Club was entertained | Mr. and Mrs. Carl Snow, Worcester,
Green, Maroon, Copen, Navy
MP MP
tS iS
at a Christmas party at the home of Mass., are to entertain as Christmas
Wilbur Frohock, a senior at Brown
Mrs. Earl Miller of Detroit is Mrs. Rilla Venner, Fulton street ‘ guests Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Snow
Light Weight Woolens
University, arrives home tomorrow spending the holiday season with Thursday afternoon. The house (Marian Richardson) of Boston and
for the holiday recess, accompanied friends and relatives in Rockland and
1 was decorated in keeping with the Miss Eleanor Snow of Brooklyn,
Copen, Green, Navy, Red
I by his brother Everett, who has been vicinity.
j season. A Christmas tree carried j
his guest for several days.
iS iS
I nice presents. Much merriment was | These Bowdoin Coljege students
Sizes 6 to 14 years
I* Me
Sidney Bird who is employed by , created by Mary's baby doll dressed a“*^ho, ‘, d^
dish ^ths. Christmas baskets
nJ
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Boody Jr. of the S. K. Ames Co. in Boston is the
recess: Kennedy Crane Jr., Donald
Waterville arrive tomorrow to spend guest of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bird were filled with fruit, nuts and candy Merriam,
William Rounds and
Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. Philip | School street for the week.
1 for the aged and needy. Plans were George B. Wood Jr.
McRae, Pleasant street. On Christ(jt? fg?
i made to take a tree, Christmas bags,
W iS
mas Day Mr. and Mrs. Boody, Mr.
Miss Julia Young who is teaching j an<^ toys to a needy home,
| Mrs. Robert Adams who is ill with
j and Mrs. McRae, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. in Braintree. Mass., arrived yesterday 1
iS
iSpneumonia at her home on Limerock
i McRae and son, Miss Carrie Fields and was an overnight guest of her
Mrs. Obadiah Gardner is reported street is reported as gaining in an
and I. J. Fields will be guests of Mrs.
aunts
the
Misses
Young.
She
went
quite
seriously
ill
at
her
home
on
I encouraging manner.
Benjamin Watts, Warren.
to her home at Matinicus, this Tues- chestnut street,
MF MF
_
is IS
day morning, for the Christmas holiThe Rubinstein Club will hold its day
”
Mrs. M. S. Dick entertained xwo
jgj
J
Mrs.
Lena
Sargent
was
hostess
to
annual Homecomer's Program Friday
tables of bridge Saturday evening at
the T.H.E. Club last evening for sup her home on Waldo avenue. Honors
afternoon under the direction of Miss
___ _______
Mrs.
D. N. Mortland left yesterday per and cards.
were won by Mrs. Thomas McKinney
Mabel F. Lamb, the alfair to be given
Madison, N. J„ here she will be
and Mrs. Olive Sylvester.
in the auditorium of the Congrega- a Christmas guest
ts is
tional Church at 2.15. It will be a
Miss Anne Blackington leaves to
If M”
ISSUING THURSDAY'S PAPER
guest day.
morrow for Malden. Mass., where she
The Woman's Association of the will be the guest of her sister, Mrs.
iS ts
First Baptist Church meets Tuesday William W. Graves, for the reThat its office force may have the
Miss Eliza Hannegan and Mrs. E ! evening at close of prayer meeting.
mainder of the week.
W. Stevens of Portland have returned
full relaxation of Christmas Day,
b? ft* •
to their homes after being guests of
is is
the Thursday issue of The CourierKalloch Class meets this afternoon
Mrs. Freeman F. Brown, School
Dr. W. H. Armstrong and daughter
Ur
in the church parlors to fill Christ Miss Rhandena Armstrong enter- Gazette will »BO to press the preceding
street, for a few days.
Plaid and Figured Squares, 2.50
mas baskets and for other work.
tained at dinner Saturday night, afternoon-a fact that should be notis is
} their guests being Mr. and Mrs. . ed by contributors and advertisers.
Mrs. J. O. Stevens, Miss Esther
?* IS
Plain Color Squares,
2.50
iS iS
Nickerson, Mrs. Blanche Wilson and
Mrs. Miles Haskell goes to Portland George L. St. Clair, Mr. and Mrs. Eu- !
SYLVESTER-WINCHENBAUGH
C. Lionel Wilson motored to Portland this week to spend Christmas with gene E. Stoddard. Miss Ervilla Stod___
Plain Color Cashmere Scarves 2.50
her son, Miles Haskell. Jr. and family. dard, Richard Stoddard, Mr and
Friday.
Mrs. Charles T. Smalley, Capt. and
when operations were resumed at
iS iS
tS t*
Mrs. John Stevens and daughter The Courier-Gazette office this
Mr. and Mb's. William Hodgdon
Miss Hazel Spear has gone to Ban
who have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. gor to spend Christmas with her Katherine, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. morning there was a new benedict in
Smith, and Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Justin Ames in Braintree. Mass., are brother, Cartis T. Spear.
the ranks in the person of Theodore
Cuttihg of Portland.
in the city for the holidays.
W. Sylvester who was married last
b? iS
MP
MF
is is
Mrs.
C.
O.
Perry
is
entertaining
night to Miss Evangeline Winchen
Mrs.
Lena
Sargent
returned
Fri

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Young and
Tuesday Club at dinner and dav from Boston where she was baugh. Thc ceremony tool: place at
children Harry and Ruth, of South- ! the
today at her home on Masonic called by the illness of her mother, the First Baptist parsonage, Rev. J.
boro, Mass., arrived yesterday and .■ bridge
Some baseball players are
street.
Mrs. George Kneeland, who recently Charles MacDonald officiating. The
are at the home of the Misses Ada
bom—others are made—
underwent a serious operation at
b* iSand Alena Young for a few days.
couple were attended by Miss Vir
Palmer Memorial Hospital.
Arthur
Stevens
of
Thomaston
ensome are maids!
is is
ginia Egan.
|
tertained
at
a
dancing
and
card
is
ts
Among the students home for the I party Thursday evening at the R. II.
The event was engineered with
Lau[hs, thrills aud music its •
Mr.
and
Mrs.
N.
D.
Strickland
and
holiday recess in addition to those al Counce hall, among the guests being
much secrecy by the young' couple,
son
Bruce
are
spending
the
holiday
love story of hearts ou Ihe base
ready mentioned are: Miss Dorothy Virginia Proctor. Lucille Egan. Fave
but mischievous friends became wise
Feeney from Wilfred Academy, Bos Hodgkins. Ruth Perry, Helen Moulai- I week as guests of Mr. Strickland s to it in season to take undue liberties
ball diamond.
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
P.
Strick

ton; Robert Gregory, Lowell Textile;
with the bridegroom's mdtor car.
Mrs. Dorothy Lawrence, Simmons son, Joan Moulaison, Lucy French, land, Asbury Park, N. J.
For the present, at least, the newly
Flora
Colson.
Madelyn
Coffey,
Wil|
| College; Albert McCarty from Holy I liam Ellingwood, Edward Barnard,
weds will reside at the home of the
iS
iS
Cross; Winola Richan from Boston
Benny Rlbin — Rex Lease
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller left bridegroom. 230 Limerock street. Mr.
See our assortment of Fur Coats
University; Barbara Karl, MCI.: i Richard Knowlton, of Rockland.
today enroute to Rochester, N. Y.. Sylvester is employed in thc print
Alice Day — Pan Kelton
Edward Barnard, Northeastern Uni
MF iS
where they will spend the holidays ing department of this paper; is a
priced 45.00 to 85.00
versity; May Johnston and Albert
Mrs. L. H. Prance who has be»n w|th Mr and Mrs. Wyman Foster and corporal in Battery E. Coast Artll
Directed by Normal) Taurog
Emery, University of Pennsylvania; i guest of Mrs. Charles Fales, Maverick then prolong their visit through lery; and is a member of Rockland
Ladies’ Raccoon Coats
Ruth Conant, Gordon College; Doris j street, has returned to Franklin, i january
Lodge of Masons and the Baptist
Coltart, Gorham Normal; Mary Mass
NOW PLAYING
Men
’
s
League.
The
bride
is
a
is is
Fine quality, dark skins,
225.00
Bridgton Academy; Emily '
iS ts
Oliver Rollins of Boston, Miss Ethe; daughter of Rev. and Mrs. H. R. Win
‘THE LOTTERY BRIDE’ Lawry,
MacDonald, Wheaton (Ill.) College;
Miss Edna Gregory, a student at Burke of Lynn, Mass., and Miss Edna chenbaugh, and until recently was in
Almon B. Cooper Jr.. Hebron Acad j the Faelten Pianoforte School of , HarriS-of Portland are guests of Mrs the employ of E. C. Moran & Co.
Muskrat Coats,
85.00
One of The Publix Theatres
emy; Elmer Rising and Edward Boston, arrives home tomorrow
Both are graduates of Rockland High
or
Myron
Rollins
over
the
Christmas
Witham, School of Practical Arts; the holiday recess.
School—Mr. Sylvester in 1925 and
Others that are trimmed, priced up
holidays.
Atwood Levensaler, Ethel Thomas.
Mrs. Sylvester in 1927. They have
is
is
tsts
Tonv Gatti, Mary Sylvester, Marian
many friends to offer congratulations
to 195.00
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Palmer and
Prof. Harry T. Baker of Goucher and
Davis, Carl Herrick, Martha Wasgatt,
best wishes.
three
children
are
to
spend
ChristCollege.
Baltimore,
is
making
a
ten
Jerome Comins, Charles Tweedie,
iS ts
Richard Bird, Clifford Ladd, Henry- mas with Mr. Palmer's parents, Mr. day visit at his former home in this
TIM DODGES WINTER
city, called by the illness of his
Marsh
and
Roger
Kalloch
from
the
!
and
Mrs.
C.
S.
Palmer.
Gardiner.
✓
Home of Paramount Pictures
mother, and incidentally having the
1 University of Maine; Earle H. Bickunusual privilege of spending the Left Rockland To Escape Cold and
■ Miss Nellie Snow, supervisor of Yuletide season with other members Finds Two Feet Oi Snow In Vir
i music in the schools of Southamp of the family.
ginia.
ton, L. I., is expected home tomorrow
is
is
for the Christmas vacation.
Miss Mary Morrill of Manchester Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
aS,Ii2,r.2,2.3iS.r.2.3.S.?.i.Sl5.>)2.SjDi»»»l9lS.2i3fSiSi>.5iSias»2»Siai2lSlS)9;M>.SliS)Sia
«
I
* I
As Charlie Berry was going to
is is
is a holiday guest at the home of J.
Florida for the winter he kindly
Mrs. George Sidensparker has re S. Gardner at The Meadows.
|
The
|| turned from Roxbury, Mass., where
offered me a seat in his car as far as
ts ts
Eagle Rock. Va. He picked me up in
she was called by the death of her
Mr. and Mrs. C. Churchill Wahle Boston Sunday morning at 10 o'clock.
! sister. Mrs. Felix Nourie (Elizabeth and son Buddy are expected today
Gloyd, formerly of Thomaston) and will spend Christmas with Mrs We made Philadelphia that night,
although at times he could not get
which occurred Dec. 9, after an ill
takes great pleasure inwishing you
* * ness of several weeks. Mrs. Nourie Wahle's parents, Mr. and Mrs. George the car to go more than 85 miles an
SOUTH WARREN
McLaughlin, Walker place.
hour. Monday we made Winchester,
m
| g was 56 and leaves a husband and
is
iS
Va.
We
stopped
for
sightseeing
at
Mrs.
Lucretia McNeal of Thomas
<
five
daughters.
every happiness for
« «
Edwin Witham, a student at the places of interest. We made a visit ton visited her mother Mrs. Amanda
J* iS
of Practical Art, Boylston to the DuPont estate at Longwood. Grafton Wednesday.
I
I1
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Bird arrive to School Boston
is spending the Christ It comprises 3000 acres, and is known
Adelbert Hall, State inspector of
LET US SUGGEST—
day from Fairfield, Conn., to spend street,
vacation with his mother, Mrs. as the finest horticultural garden in grain of Bath, was a recent guest at
Christmas as guests of Mr. and Mrs. mas
Elmer Witham, 38 Lawrence street. the world. There arc many acres of A. R. Jordan’s.
| Alan L. Bird, Broadway.
hothouses with rare and beautiful
Charles Maxcy in company with
is iS
Our Wednesday and Christmas Program
is is
Mrs. Lena Sargent will spend flowers, orange trees full of fruit, other employees of the Standard Oil
All Practical Gifts
Miss Ethel Thomas, home from the Christmas Day and the remainder of bananas and peaches, in fact almost Co. enjoyed a turkey supper in Ban
University
of
Maine
for
the
holiday
everything
of
beauty
in
flower
and
gor,'at
which
150
guests
were
seated
the
week
with
relatives
in
Sherman.
99
recess is with her mother. Mrs. Annie
shrubs from all parts of the world.
last Friday night.
is is
Thomas, at the home of Mrs. Carrie
We also viewed the Canandaigua
Miss Zetta Jordan of Brunswick
Mrs. C. O. Perry and Mrs. John
Frye, Camden. Wednesday they will ] Clayter entertained at dinner Sun Dam, that impounds the water of spent the Christmas holidays with
] come down to be guests of Mr. and day evening at Mrs. Perry’s home on Susquehanna river, and the hydro her sister, Mrs. Rena Woodcock.
with
The Ideal Gift for
Mrs. Donald Kelsey, North Main Masonic street, with 12 covers. A electric power generated there sup
Miss Barbara Jordan of Rockland
street, over Christmas.
plies
all
the
needs
of
Philadelphia
is
visiting
her
grandparents,
Mr.
and
joke Christmas tree furnished merri
Any Member
and surrounding cities. The dam is Mrs. A. R. Jordan.
ment.
iS iS
also
on
the
read
to
Baltimore.
Mrs.
Annie
Page
and
Mrs.
Rose
of the Family
Miss Ruth Scarlott who teaches at
is is
Get-rich-quick Wallingford up-to-date—a new laugh
My brothers James and Anthon" Marshall visited Mrs. Minnie Ludwig
Mr. and Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton
Kent's Hill Seminary and Miss
ing would-be Croesus comes to light in this mad, merry
met
us
at
Natural
Bridge
and
piloted
in Thomaston Sunday.
Pauline Scarlott, a student at the entertained the Playmates Sunday
comedy, packed with thrills, spills, humor and love.
Officers-elect of Good Will Grange
Castine Normal School, are guests of evening at a Christmas tree party, us to Eagfe Rock.
Wednesday
14
inches
of
snow
fell
arc: Worthy master, F. H. Fernald;
ALSO
I Dr. and Mrs. E, L. Scarlott, Limerock with Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Powers
here;
two
feet
at
Danville.
The
overseer, Leslie Copeland; lecturer,
of Portland as honor guests.
street, for the holiday season.
roads were cleared quickly and Annie Page;
steward, Charles
Comedies
iS iS
ts is
Thursday
Charlie
started
off
for
Maxcy; assistant steward, Jesse
Col. and Mrs. W. P. Hurley left
Mrs. Richard A. Booth delightfully yesterday
Florida.
i Mills; chaplain. Rose Marshall;
Fruitland Park, Fla.,
The Rounders
College Hounds
entertained 25 members of the where theyfor
Today, Friday, it started snowing |'treasurer, Frank Page; secretary,
will spend the winter.
Speech Readers Club Friday after
; again and it looks like two feet more ) Nettie Copeland, who has held the
noon at her home on Limerock street.
Paramount Pictorial
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wight of Phil ' here before it stops. If I was not well j officer for 30 years; gate keeper, O.
Miss Eliza Hannegan and Mrs. E. W. | adelphia
are spending the holiday acquainted in this part of the coun A. Copeland; Ceres, Evie Fernald;
Stevens of Portland were honor season with
First Quality Rubbers
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. try I would surely think we had Pomona, Alice Copeland; Flora,
i guests. Christmas decorations made Wight in Washington,
reached thc Yukon instead of the Doris Maxcy; lady assistant steward,
NOW SHOWING
D.
C.
Every
Pair Fleece Lined
i the rooms festive, and a Christmas
James River.
T. E. McNamara
Mabel Mills; member of the execu
ts is
Sizes fo Fit Any Style Heel
j tree, attended by a Santa Claus bearMiss Carrie Fields arrived from
tive committee, L. R. Bucklin. The
tS IS
“HER MAN”
1 ing a huge pack of gifts provided Boston
Four Colors: Green, Gray,
There's a job in Hollywood await- I Grange held another of its birthday
to spend the week
much pleasure. Miss Hannegan was ; with heryesterday
with
Russett or Black
father1, I. j. Fields, Maverick j ing the rnan who conceived the suppers last Thursday evening. The
j presented with a gift from the club j street
latest “anti-Soviet plot."—Cincinnati I names of those whose birthdays
Slide
Fastener or 4 Snaps
as well as with several individual
Times-Star.
\ came in December were: Leslie Cope
HELEN TWELVETREES
ts
. gifts. Bridge honors were won by j Mr. and Mrs.ts
Frederick
Powers
of
land, Martha Whitehill, Bessie
is is
j Mrs. Flora Lovejoy, Mrs. Elizabeth j Portland were weekend guests of Mr.
the next war we get mixed up Spear, Thomas Hawkins, Edwin Ler
I Haines and Miss Anne Haskell, and and Mrs. G. M. Derry, Camden street. inAnd
we
should
be
sure
to
fix
it
up
so
mond. The birthday cakes were fur
EVERYONE NEEDS SHOES
SHOWS: 2.00, 6.30 AND 8.30
I in games Miss Dorothy Ames was 1
we’ll do the borrowing, and not the nished by Annie Page, Laura Cope
is is
I high line. The refreshments favored
MAN
4Y STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM
Continuous Christmas Day and Saturday—2.00 to 10.30
lending.
—
Judge.
Mrs. Margaret Smith of North
land and Evie Fernald and much ad
j the Christmas season.
HOLIDAY PRICES WILL PREVAIL CHRISTMAS DAY
Haven ls epending the winter with
miration was expressed both for ap
LET US SHOW YOU!
iS iS
MF iS
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kelsey, North
Just received at Senter-Crane's, pearance and quality.
MATINEE. 25c, 35c. EVENING, 25c and 35c
Pictures
are
going
fast
this
season,
1 new shipments of Pequot Sets with
Main street.
Children Under 12—10c
McLAIN SHOE STORE
iS IS
; why not give one? We have good
MF M?
i colored hem—1 sheet. 2 cases, per set
HOME OF “DANIEL GREEN COMFY SLIPPERS"
s
j ones all framed, 59 cents to $5, some j Miss Marguerite "Gould, is home | $3.98. Two eases in a box $1.50. Anyway, the radio is causing some
ROCKLAND, ME.
iccwPciBWMWii’g'S'cwe’ec’C'e’WKwewMMPM’caie’ccs’e’exie’C’S'a'k i j more, some less. Crie's Gift Shop.—-i from Woolwich for the Christmas va- Large size sew.ng boxes, very special people to listen more and talk less.—
adv.
*
■
cation.
1
at
50
cents.
—
adv.
Florence Herald.
:5>3i3l2«a2.SiS.&Il»lS!SiSi3l2i»3l3jaiS)>iSj2,Jl*3lSi3ia»3»»l>>>l3)3lSlSiSl9iSia*Sl>lSj3l>

Men’s Silk Scarfs
and Mufflers

FUR COATS

|

PUBLIX STRAND THEATRE

| g

FULLER - COBB - DAVIS
DID YOU FORGET SOMEONE?

CHRISTMAS and the NEW YEAR

SHOES, SLIPPERS, OR GALOSHES!

BIG MONEY

SLIPPERS

Eddie Quillan, Robert Armstrong

79c to 4.00

•

GALOSHES

*
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BURPEE & LAMB
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MERRY CHRISTMAS

J

Magic Valley of Texas
They say down here that the whole i
If you think Texas is not still wild, story of civilization is revealed by the .
,. .
. ... .... _ ...__ ,
Ui. six words: "I wish I had a better car.
listen to this: M C. Wood and his
This Is the Magic Valiev Home Where Harry Daniels Is Now Taking Winter y
Comfort and Enjoying Himself
son. Ira, brought into San Antonio
lt is said that in a city where all
yesterday, two huge panthers, each are strangers, you don't know that
I have been interested in the arti
over 100 pounds in weight. This is your neighbor has gone into bank
You have the Diligent Dames and
the ninth panther that Ira has shot ruptcy until you see the family in a the Itooevtk clubs there, and we have cles by Mrs. Sadie Leach and Miss
swell new car.
The Merry Matrons, and The Mili Helen York on the Passion Play that
on his father's ranch. The men were
has just closed at Oberammergau.
tant Maids here.
hunting for deer when they came
A man in a restaurant here asked
These woodcarvers give this play
-e- •$■<$> «>
across the first panther, a 110- for chicken croquettes. The waiter
every ten years. They have just
Down here they call it baby golf, counted
pounder. which they wounded, and asked him if he preferred those made
the receipts for th's sea
pee wee
golf,’ tom
tom thumb
thumb golf,
golf, cornet
corner son, and up
the wolf dogs, following, found the out 0( pork or the ones made from pee
wee goIf
they find it possible to pay
second panther. It is said that a i ham.
ham
lot golf, pygmy golf, Peter Pan golf
thf m01
^'stage
85 ^llOWS:
bob-o-link golf and miniature golf. blllS
Johan811(1Q dlVide Lang,
the
manpanther will eat two deer a week, and
5 choir
so shooting them makes deer hunting
Beautiful chrysanthemums are in and to be in style, you have to motor aged. $2000: BGuido BDiemer. the
better.
,
bloom here now. out of doors, Dec. 6. to the courses in a Baby Austin Ban master. $1750; Alois Lang (Christ),
$
as this is written. So are the flaming tam car.
and Hugo Rutz (Cajaphas), $1375
each; Anni Rutz iMary) and Hansi
Governor Moody of Texas is hav poinsettias. Did you know that
Frank Smith of Ash Point, _who Preisinger iMagadalenb SV’S each.
chrysanthemums
are
very
closely
re

ing a tilt with the Chicago Tribune. lated to the very common white field supplies his sister at the Cake Shop
Each child actor received $75.
It seems that Mr. Moody became fed daisy you have in New England?
over at the Copper Kettle, with fresh
♦
♦
up on the Chicago gangster activities,
eggs every day, for her excellent
From a textile Bulletin: “Call a pastry, has fooled his hens with
and remarked that a half dozen
I have moved and am now located
Texas rangers could go up there and girl a chicken, and she smiles; call | electric lights. I have to confess that in a fine private home on the best
a hen and she howls. Call a I did the same thing last summer. I street, and away from hotel life en
clean up the place. The Chicago her
woman a witch and she is Now a fisherman out in the Columbia tirely. The family has three grown
Tribune didn't like tills, and said young
pleased:
an old woman a witch river has put in traffic signals for sons and a big home, with a front
that Texas would look well in a map and she call
is
indignant.
a girl a the salmon. It seems the young fish yard of three lots on the best street
of Mexico. They also recalled the kitten and she rather Call
likes
call frequently get lost going up stream, and the land goes half a block beck
story of the lone Texas ranger who a woman a cat and she hatesit; von."
getting off the main route and , to the next block. In the back yard
started out to quell a riot, and when And that is why Chinamen say the by
into small streams and irrigation are more than twenty orange, grapeasked if he was going alone, he re ”
—,language
----------,----------ditches.andSo this chap set wjes in fruit and tangerine trees, and I go
is inconsistent
plied that he thought there was onlv English
the streams he wanted them to keep out and get one occasionally and put
impossible.
one riot.
out of, and by sending a chirge of it in the ice box—Kelvin'ator—and
$> ♦ ♦ <?>
“You can't expect me to eat this electricity through these wires, the when it is cool I enjoy it. I hope you
All things are relative, and being | food." complained a man in a restau- , fish were forced up the main stream, i all have a wonderful Christmas.
an important citizen in any commun- rant here: "call the manager." And But who ever thought there would be Best wishes, kind thoughts and holilty is merely a matter of finding a the waiter replied. “It's no use traffic signals for the poor fish? Life day greetings to all from
I if a struggle.
The Wanderer.
town small enough.
mister; he won't eat it. either."

WITH THINGS TO WEAR
The whole world’s gone thrifty . .. with Christmas time no exception. Gew-gaws and gadgets are no ldnger
popular. The best-liked gifts are those which are appropriate not only as an expression of Christmas good-will
... but appropriate for service twelve months of the year.

MEN PREFER GIFTS THAT COME FROM A MAN’S STORE
That is the reason why our store is
GIFT HEADQUARTERS for nine out of ten women shoppers in selecting their gifts for men relatives or
friends. A few suggestions selected at random are shown here—

BATH AND
LOUNGING
ROBES

SHIRTS
No man has too many Shirts; every man en
joys wearing a "Hathaway.” Our collection
of Shirts is probably the finest in the city.
Exclusive stripings or plain colors; selective
fabrics of percale, madras, broadcloth, silk
stripes and beautiful rayons.

HOSIERY An artic,e of apparel that
is sure to be welcome. Beautiful mixture*
and plain colors in lisle, rayon, wool and
rayon, silk and wool, and pure silk.
PAJAMAS

s,*P"ons with the e,astic
belt are very popular. In fancy patterns, or
plain colors of Broadcloth, Rayons in rich
shades of Blue, Tan, Green and Peach.

“TEMPLE
TIES”
For many years we have been not
ed for our Beautiful Christmas
Neckwear. This year’s is the best
assortment of Smart Ties we have
ever presented. Plain, weaves and
rich patterns, chosen with Christ
mas in view. The “PERSIANS”
are especially attractive. A man
can’t have too many handsome
Ties.
EVERY TIE IN A CHRISTMAS
BOX

Beautiful patterns in Flannel Bath Robes;
Lounging Robes of Bottany Flannel or Rayon
Trimmed with Skinners Satin. Many with
Slippers to match A luxurious gift at a mod
erate cost.

GLOVES The

widest assortment we have

ever shown. Sizes for all, and styles to suit
every taste. Pigskin, Buclukln, Mocha, and
the most attractive Fur Lined Gloves.

HANDKERCHIEFS pu,n wh,u- *'
ways in good taste; others with colored bor
ders and centres, singly or parked in gift
boxes in sets of two or three. Pure silk
pocket handkerchiefs, plain color or fancy.

ments have too much of the insipid
of operation for that run this win
A GOOD STARTER
■ and the superficial, the vulgar and
ter. It is a great disappointment to
the vile: and our literature is inun
have to discontinue a service with
BELTS AND BRACES The “Pi°CZ
SCARFS Just the rijht el,t match his
such a high record of efficiency as Educational Club Opens Sea dated with cheap degrading sex
neer” line is the finest we have ever seen.
overcoat. Lots of new patterns in silk and
this run shows—just one trip missed
Belts with buckle attached and with separate
son With Live Meeting; stories and destructive neopagan and
woolens. Persians, fancy mixtures and plain
out of 30, or 97"> of scheduled per
mechanistic philosophies. Success is
silver buckle. Braces of beautiful shades and
colors. Made in squares or the long way
formance—but the Department ot
interpreted in terms of the dollar and
Hears Live Speakers
patterns, that would surely suit Dad, Brother
whichever he may prefer.
Commerce has ruled that passengers
our ideals tender to be those of ma
or Son.
may not be carried in the same com
terialism.
We
lead
the
world
in
The Woman's Educational Club
SWEATERS A Christm“ ““ ’rith
I
partment as freight or exp-ess, which ushered in a new season last Friday divorce—vice—and crime! Yet the
UMBRELLAS No gift is more useful
warmth in it Everyone uses one. Made In
excludes passengers from the return
general public looks on with an indif
*
an Julius
afternoon
session addressed
to man or woman. The fabrics used in our
every rqnceivable style—Slip-on, V Neck,
The papers
carried
almost because
implies this
a tacit
J _
J trip.
pay enough
to cover
the back
cost do
of not
the with
by Mrs.
B. Waterbury,
division ference
approval.that
Alarming
reumbrellas are both durable and good look
Grew Neck, Button Front, with or without
*£ pay enough to cover the cost of the
A
...-- „ ..-------- ,------- . ,---ing. and the handles lend them a tone of
the collar. For sport wear, Slip-ons with
+ IJ /ICCOJlrtOt'C ♦
* lrlP antl as tbe servlce eannot be °P" president of the Girls' Friendly So- reals that they are but the symptoms
I crated as a passenger carrier one clety. and E C Moran Jr of Rock- of the real
beauty.
Golf Hose to match.
1 I UdoCIli'C/O?
that is gnawing
That Any Man Will Appreciate
wav and freight the other it has been
. _
at the vitals of our national life.
A SUIT
AN OVERCOAT
4.4^4.4^.4.444.4.4.44.444.4.4.4.4.4.4^4 decided to discontinue it till such lana' ana an evening at whlcn Rev. And this disease is nothing less than
LEATHER AND SPORT COATS
HATS AND CAPS We feature exc,u’
_ Pv„
time as a ship with separate com- Clarence S. Roddy of Portland was moral lassitude and unrestraint!
Our Leather Coats are all of genuine HorseA TUXEDO
sively the Lamson A Hubbard newest styles
partment for express is available.
the principal speaker.
From a legalistic point of view w°
hide with Mackinaw linings. Sport Coats of
and shad'.s. If »ou are not sure of the sire,
Tailored
by
Michaels-Stern
George Rumill. the pilot from
on the other hand Department of
Mrs. Waterbury outlined the his- are told that the solution lies in ’law
fancy plaids, or the popular Polar Coat in
give him an order on us for a Lamson A
North Beach who has been stationed Commerce has appointed Mr. Beebe, tory and work of the Friendly and in legislation. We need a stricter
and Fashioned by Lord Rochester
plain colors of Blue, Grey, Tan and Brown.
Hubbard.
here since the 15th, is one of the customs inspector, to investigate the Society and plans by which it hopes enforcement of our laws. We need a
quietest aviators in the game. He *s traffic records of this airport with a to meet some of the problems of girls revision of our codes and statutes,
also one of the best seaplane pilots ' view toward making it a port of entry and young women in a changing We need new laws covering every
START YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING NOW
along the Atlantic Coast. Born on for planes coming into the United worl(1
,J '
,
phase of social life. Our jury system
Mt. Desert Island, he is familiar with states. Mr. Beebe paid us a visit
Mr. Moran s address concerned the must be improved and our prison
the sea and seafaring folk. His Wednesday, the 17th. in companv proposed State government organi- system must be reformed. New laws,
Next Door to
Next Door to
father held a master's license in with Inspector Hoyt and expressed zation and covered much the same revised codes, new’ buildings will
Burpee
steam but preferred sailing vessels. great surprise at the amount of traf ground as his recent address before never change the moral nature of
Trainer’s
It is only natural, therefore, that fic passing through here. So the the Forty Club which was noted at man nor give him the consciousness i
Furniture Co.
Lunch
George should be given to long regulation against out Portland run some length in this paper.
of moral responsibility, nor make him I
silences and quiet speech. By the is taken rather lightly.
GIFT HEADQUARTERS FOR MEN’S WEAR
Mr. Moran launched an attack 1 sensible of moral power within,
same token he has some tales worth
upon the Governor s Council, declarAgain we are advised that intellistening to when he loosens up.
.
In an unusually communicative ; _
Mern11
' Scott, and McKay
of ing that it was responsible for more lectual development alone can save
,....................................
_
mood the other evening he told this ___
Pttsque
Isle dropped^ m Tuesday,
put Partisan "peanut politics" than all us. Let us sharpen the mind and
in the rest of theday and all day blh^r. State agencies combined and make the reason supreme is the
Dear Old Santa Claus. Grades Two, pounds of lobsters. The manufacturtale on himself.
NORTHEND SCHOOLS Three
lbat 11 5(10111(1 be shorn of most of its panacea of the intellectualist. But
and Four; dramatization, ers believe that reducing the quantity
In Miami one day last winter three Wednesday working on theirRobin I ! power.
The
heads
of
the
departdoes
this
touch
the
root?
Are
there
Grey Goose. Friend Fox and Grey ordinarily packed in full size barrels Smokes for Him
Jews drove up to the seaplane base and left for home Thursday morning. ments should be the Governor s cab- no law-breakers among the intelliPackard.
Smith to this amount will eliminate rc*
~
‘ ~Pearl
rl Smith
and chartered a ship to take them to That afternoon the planes were inet, instead of seven politicians gent? Are there no immoral char- How the Camden Street and Hound.■ Jane
and Edwin Raye; poem. Song of handling when delivering to hotels
Palm Beach. George stepped into a coming in thick and fast, beginning
Tyler
Building
Pupils
Obpicked
up
at
random
throughout
the
acters
among
the
well
trained'
5
Does
at
Christmas Tree, Grades Two. Three and restaurants by the dealer,
Seagull that was parked on the ramp at 3.40 with Bean and Tanguay in State, he argued
inte'.lectualism guarantee us mor
and Four; Jump Jim Crow. Toy Or- ( Where formerly odd poundage was
and warmed up the engine. The the Travel-Air. followed by J. L.
served
Christmas
The
election
of
a
State
auditor
by
ality?
If
so
our
hope
is
in
the
school
chestra; A Christmas Play, Grade ordered this package will tend to
three Jews climbed in with their Wheeler and Stan Boynton in the I the Legislature, instead of the people,
and in the college. Have these in
CHISHOLM’S
Two; recitation, A Note to Santa, create a standard demand.
baggage and George took off. The former's Robin, Jack Dodge and Bud was advocated.
stitutions
given
us
that
moral
power
-5
There are ice pockets at either end
distance from Miami is 70 miles along McKinney in a little Eaglet and
Tyler School. Grade Three,. Mad- Ronald Packard; game. Mulberry
Mr.
Moran
recommended
elections
If
the
schools
and
colleges
have
failed
lene Rogers teacher:
the coast line, a relatively short trip finally just at dark Jerry Smead and in November so as to be in line with
Bush. Grade Two; Talking to Santa to be filled with chopped ice. Should
in anything—it is in this. Thev have
and not likely to involve any tough John Luke in a Fledgling.
Claus, Clarence Yeager; chorus. it become necessary to replenish the
This program was given:
every
other
State,
and
because
there
failed
to
give
the
young
people
who
Wheeler and Boynton came up
flying. The flight was made without
song, school; recitations. Away in a Manger. Sub-Primary and supply, dependent upon the weather
a hitch all the way and George from Boston on business. They re is "no good reason for retaining the enter their gates the moral power If Welcome
Santa in an Auto Came. Franklin ^rade One; dramatization, Tlle and the distance the shipment is go
present
system."
they
need.
Intellectualism
is
not
brought them down as smooth as turned Friday afternoon, taking with
Nobody Could ing, all that is necessary is to release
Spinney; When Santa Claus Comes, Princes Whom
"In conclusion.” said Mr. Moran, enough!
glass right alongside a wharf which them George Rumill who flew as far
Silence, Grade Four; recitation, two clasps, remove ice covers, throw
Irma
Kent:
Secrets,
Donald
Peters;
“
allow
me
to
emphasize
the
great
was just made to order for disem as Boston with them where he picked
te MP
The Coming of Santa, Louise Pirelli; Christmas Shopping. Laura Candage: in the ice, and re-tack the clasps In
barking from a seaplane and within up a Taper Wing Travel-Air which 1 need of taking hold of this proposi
song, O Christmas Tree, school: song, the Postman, all grades: recita place. The lobster compartment is
STRAND
THEATRE
tion.
as
evidenced
by
our
State
debt:
a stone’s throw of their hotel. The he ferried to New York. All were
play. Santa's Living Toys. William tion, Christmas, Ellie Wardwell; never disturbed after being nailed in
mighty
sorry
to
see
George
go.
most
the
extreme
practicability
of
the
sug___
passengers got out, and George
Barbara Bartlett, Vir exercise, Christmas, Grades Two, place by the shipper. The two inner
handed their bags up to them. There of all Bill. He is the only seaplane 5 Bested plan fundamentally, as guar- j Fighter—sailor—railroad boomer- Cummings.
ginia
Nelson,
Edwin Jones, Ethel Three and Four; recitation, Christ- ' crate ends may easily be moved in
pilot
flying
for
Bill
who
never
put
a
;
anteed
by
the
expert
character
of
;
eng
i
neer
_
marine
—
racketeer
—
are not many occasions when wc
Hutchinson,
Harold
Heal, Russell mas Secrets. Harry Lever; march either direction before nailing them
achieve perfection in this world. For scratch on any of the boats. That ;the organization that performed the showman-rgambler. That in a nut- Richardson. Donald Peters,
Toy Orchestra, with Victrola accom and top fast, so as cither to decrease
the most part, life is a succession of reminds us that five mechanics arejsurvey: and the necessity of ap-I shell sums the varied screen career of Armata. Irma Kent, RichardMarion
paniment: play, The Toymakers. or increase the ice or the lobster
Bar

working
six
days
a
week
cleaning.
I
proachlng
this
proposition
with
the
,
R
0
(,
ert
Armstrong,
who
has
the
role
accomplishments done well enough,
Grades Three and Four; dramatiza pockets.
nard,
Arlene
Blood,
George
Wood
scouring
and
greasing
the
inside
of
5ln
«
la
ldea
of
serving
Maine,
which
j
of
a
gent
i
ema
n
gambler
in
"Big
but which we feel could have beer,
The package was designed to pre
Edwards and Franklin tion. Grandfather Pig's Spectacles.
done better if—. This was one of the the hulls of two Irelands preparatory I in the long run means the welfare ; Money" a pathe comedy drama pro- Nathalie
Grade One: recitation, I’d Like To Be vent any accumulation of ice drip
Spinney:
recitations,
The
Crippled
°
nl
y
of
each
of
us.
but
the
welrare occasions when everything to redesigning them according to j no1
not only
| duction which will be seen and heard Dolly. Naomi Richards: Christmas, An Eskimo. Roger Conant; song, water from reaching the lobsters and
________ _and
__ Thursday. • Armclicked together like clockwork and Bill's conception of what a flying ! far® of generations to come. Let us Wednesday
Heal; Christmas Atmosphere, Little Raindrop Soldiers, Grades. still allow cool moist air to reach the
George was just congratulating him boat should be. He has been trying onitp 1(1 11115 great endeavor to per- I strong nteraUv"fought*Ws’’wav‘onto Harold
Neil Russell: Best of All, Louise Two. Three and Four: physical exer lobsters at all times. A sample box
the Kreen R wgs wh„e Bofe waj
self on having done a perfect piece vainly to get the kind of a boat he : form a real service to Maine.
3s, 10c, 23s
as
Present. Irma Kent: cise, Grades Three and Four; The has been sent to Director Horatio D.
of work when he heard one of the wants and after the great success he
A1 llle evening session Mrs. Mabel piayjng the pugilist in Is Zat So" in Pirella: Kitty's
Parade, Toy Orchestra.
Crie. and he has shown it to leading '
Santa, Dorothy Melvin.
in
Christmas
Boxes
Jews say: "There, Abie, you sec how had with redesigning 109-H evidently : Bradbury Osgood, Mrs. Hannah Los Angeles that William K. Howard. Expecting
Rockland and Portland wholesale ]
Song, Away in a Manger, school;
M5' te
easy It is. Just like I tole you. Dot feels he will do better to build what I Whitmore and Mrs. Fred Kenney 1 director, offered him the principal Christmas
A NEW CONTAINER
priced lower than ever
lobster
dealers.
Symbols,
five
pupils;
reci

guy Lindberg is greatly over-rated." h? wants than wait for someone else were admitted to membership, and role in “The Main Event." Boxing is tations, Santa Claus is Coming,
"Any new container for the shipROCKEFELLERS
to build it for him. Several pilots, hi- i the names of 46 applicants were pre one of Armstrong's hobbies and has Daphine Carter: The Country Chim Drsigned For the Shipment Of Lob- meat
of sea foods is always interest- I
cluding
Inspector
Hoyt,
have
com|
posed.
Harold Leach of this base made the
25 Special Selections
been ever since he was a member of ney, Naomi Richards; One Excep
sters.—It Meets Director Crie's Ap- 1 ing," said Mr. Crie. "This one is neat
The members of the Club did not the boxing team of the Univcrsi’v tion, Russell Richardson; song,
the round trip to Portland last week mented on the marvelous ease with
proval.
! in appearance, affords ample space
on business. This was the last weex which 109-H takes off and found it | neglect solid reading during the ii of Washington: With James Gleason Santa is a Jolly Man, school; recita
----1 for individual branding, and is of
hard to believe that its flying summer recess: in fact thay followed J he maintains an amateur boxing tions. A Dreadful Threat, Edwin
Something new in a container for | convenient size for easy handling. It '
qualities could have been improved the custom nearly 100 percent.
at Southgate. Calif., where some Jones; Bobby's Surprise, Herbert shipping live lobsters Is being pro- ; should store more compactly than
The entertainment program pre- 1 club
so greatly merely by changing the
of the Pacific Coast's leading pugilist’
Plans For a Better Christmas, duced by a New York concern. Ad- barre1s in railroad express cars and
pared by Miss Madeline Rogers and have been developed. It is operated Wood:
sponsons.
Albert Winchenbach; A Christmas vantages pointed out over the old nOt tOpp,e over from jars 50 easlly "
• • • •
Mrs. Ruth Hoch contained these by Jack Perry, former boxer, who ap Telephone,
Bernard Roberts: song,
Tan and Black
Bud McKinney had a forced land numbers: Piano solos. Mrs. Josephine peared with Armstrong and Gleason A Christmas Lullaby, five girls (with type of barrel container are: Clean. 1
MP MP
Burns:
vocal
solos.
Mrs.
Ida
Huntley:
ing at Bangor while flying the Fledg
in “Is Zat So."
dolls): playlet. Hanging Stockings, smooth planed pine stock with space I Nilo's Repair Shop. Spring street,
recitation,
Miss
Barbara
Atkinson;
ling here and flew the rest of the way
The feminine members of the cast three boys. Fred Grover as Santa on the sides for packers to place an [ will be open Saturday nights herewith Jack Dodge in Krimble's vocal solos. Misses Marv and Bernice of “Big Money” are Miriam Seegar, C’aus; recitations. Riding With indivldual brand or trade mark; a after for the special convenience of
Eaglet. Jack says it will fly for an l Havener. (“Holy Night" and "Away Margaret Livingston and Dorothy Santa. Hazel Carter; Christmas Eve, flat style box easily handled and of out-of-town patrons. Greasing, headhour on 70 cents worth of gas. He >ln a Manger"); readings. Miss Made- I Christy. Russell Mack was the di- Ethel Hutchinson; song. Silent Night, uniform size designed to hold 50 light adjusting etc.
114-tf
Pound Jars
claims two persons can get to Boston | llne Rogers; vocal solos. Master Ern- t rectorL■adv.
adv
school: recitations. Christmas Birth
in it for $2.50. All the pilots have j est Johnson, "'While Shepherds '
day, Dorothy Melvin: Christmas
been flying it around and comment- I Watched Their Flocks At Night,’ and
Tree. Georoe Wood; Santa's Present,
ir.g very favorably on it. Certainly it : “Away in a Manger;" greetings from
PARK THEATRE
Daphine Carter; a Lullaby, Barbara
■ is a forerunner of what we may ex- I Mrs. Maude Clark Gay and Mrs.
Bartlett: a Riddle. Harold Heal;
s I
pect in the way of economical ait \ Mary Perry Rich. Motion pictures on
Undoubtedly there are two sides song, Down the Chimney, school;
transportation in the near future, the sugar industry were presented by to every question, but so far as Benny Acrostic. Christmas: Christmas Fare
1 Jack and Bud returned to Bangor I Mr. Hood of Boston, a representative Rubin is concerned, that old saw well, Marion Armata; song. Jingle
Friday afternoon in it. Incidentlv ; of the American Sugar Refining Co. about the seriousness of a comedian's Bells
Johnny Phillips, ex-chief pilot of this i “America's Supreme Need” was work is badly overdone.
WajetTIS
The room was prettily adorned in
port a id Edwin Bradburv are both the subject of Rev. Mr. Roddy's ad
SHOES FOR WOMEN
Benny is a comedian—never has seasonable decorations. The chil
un there. Bradburv who was once dress. He said, in part:
been anything else—has never want dren were presented with red and
our chief mechanic and holds a
ed to be anything but a funnj’ green candy stockings from a gailv I
One would be foolish to say that fellow, and he declares that it is per Hocnreted tree. There were about 30 I
license as both airplane and engine
mechanic is working for Krimble there was nothing debasing in the fectly true that he goes home at the guests.
there and it is understood that nation or that its needs were not end of his dav’s work of being funnv
Pupils not absent for the term
Phillips will soon be flying for acute. Class strife is altogether too and thinks about gags, situations and were: Nathalie Edwards, Harry
real and too prevalent. Our amuse- I dialogue.
Krimble
Graves, Irma Kent. Dorothv Melvin.
“So does anv comedian who has his Louise Pirella, Naomi Richards,
te tg
XAAAA to fct S:; - 1 jp n
heart in his work." Benny declares. Bernard Roberts and Franklin Spin
Study Illness Losses
A CHRISTMAS PRESENT
I "On the set, also, we occasionally ney.
Lin leu lo
The study of illness statistics over
In the arithmetic contest the Sil
cnmuTi wim
PAL. 1/4=
have our moments when everyone is
an eight-year period by Dean K.
That yields much satisfaction
ENNA JETTI CK
vers have gone ahead of the Golds
deadly
serious
for
a
few
minutes
try

£ft*riiiK wnw ivtiv
Brundage ot the Public Health Serv- V is a vear s subscription to The
and
are
planning
to
continue
the
Melodics Songbird
ing to solve a knotty problem involv
ice of Washington. D. C., revealed 1 w Courier-Gazette. The visit of
See these Two Sensational Crosley
Every
Ev rrv
contest through the next school
ing the clash of Logic vs. Laughs.”
SUNDAY
Tl KSDAY
that on an average one man out of
term. The losing side must treat the
Benny
Rubin
is
a
baseball
player
Evening
Even ing
values. Let us set one in your
this
paper
three
times
every
every ten loses eight or more con
w.iz
WE IF
in the Tiffany baseball operetta "Hot winners.
♦
*
♦
*
secutive
days
each
year
through
w
’
eek
is
a
steady
reminder
of
the
home. Listen to its marvel
anti Associated Stations
Curves.” showing Wednesday ana
sickness or non-industrial accidents.
Camden Street Schools. Addie M.
giver—156 times a year. A hand
Thursday
at
the
Park
Theatre.
—
adv.
ous Tone
The need of health and accident in
Rogers and Grace Cunningham,
some Christmas card carrying
Mail Orders Filled Promptly
m? te
surance was pointed by the statistics
teachers.
the donor's name goes forward
The President is reported to be This Christmas program was given.
showing that sickness and non-in
with the gift. Call at the office
alarmed at the movement for a spe
dustrial accidents disabled 103 men
Onward Christian Soldiers. Toy Or
632 MAIN ST.
CONFECTIONERS
cial session. He wants to put off the chestra; recitation, A Borrowed
out of every thousand during the
or telephone 770, and the order
ROCKLAND
Oppo.it. Waiting Room
period from 1921 to 1928. Each case
proffered cooperation of us Demo Stocking, Barbara Robinson; solo,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
will be filled.
ROCKLAND, ME.
counted was disabled for eight days
151-153
A crats as long as possible.—Dallas Jesus Loves Me, Leona Flanders; ex
News.
nr more during that period.
ercise, Christmas, Sub-Primary; song.
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| Planes, Pilots
—and—

Luxurious Gift

ssengers

BURPEE & LAMB

CIGARS

$2.50

OXFORDS FOR FALL

TOBACCO
90c

A CROSLEY For Christmas

BBB PIPES
$1.00

KAYWOODIES
$3.50

c

MEERSHAUM PIPES
$10, $12

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

McLain’s Shoe Store

'VVg

CHISHOLM BROS.

